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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

An examination of hog and pig inventories in the United States will show that

there has been a fairly steady increase in those numbers from 51 million head in 1986, to

the recent peak. of 62 million in 1998 (see Figure 1-1). Concurrent to this rise in hog and

pig numbers, there has been a notable change in the structure of the swine industry.

Increasingly, swine production is occurring on large confinement operations. Not only

are these production operations growing more management- and capital-intensive. but

they continue to grow in capacity. While these larger operations enjoy a number of

improved efficiencies, theyaIso pose potential environmental hazards unless properly

managed.

As a result of these trends, the swine industry has been subject to a significantly

increased amount of regulatory scrutiny in recent years, at both state and federal levels.

As further regulatory actions seem likely, public decision-makers and producers alike

need to be aware of the impacts such regulations can have on the costs of swine

production. Thus, this research will seek to answer the question "What are the likely

finn-level economic impacts ofproposed environmental regulations for the swine

industry?"
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Problem Statement

The swine industry has long been an important component of the United States'

agriculture sector. As an animal that can efficiently convert a nwnber of feedstuffs into

meat, hogs have been used on a broad array of farms to add value to grain and forage

production, and to diversify the farms' enterprise mixes. While this function of swine in

the agricultural economy was prominent for many decades, recent times have brought

pronounced changes in the swine industry. The reader may observe such changes to be

analogous to the revolutionary innovation in both production technology and industry

structure experienced by the poultry industry beginning in the 1950's.

Advancements in agricultural technology have led to farms that, like

manufacturing operations, have substituted capital for labor, thereby producing

operations which require a large amount of investment in production assets such as

facilities. equipment, and (though more financially liquid than the previously mentioned

items) genetically advanced breeding stock. As microeconomic theory would predict,

agricultural producers have begun to increase the scales of their operations to spread the

fixed ownership costs of such assets over a greater volwne of commodity production.

Accordingly, the swine industry has seen a shift away from small operations that raise

hogs and pigs in open conditions as an auxiliary enterprise to large scale operations that

may house a thousand or more of these animals in enclosed environments specifically

engineered to maximize the animals' productive potential.

While such intensive operations seem prudent from an economic perspective by

increasing the efficiency of labor, management, and financial resources, they also pose

environmental challenges. In the case of well-managed range livestock production, the

3
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stocking rate of animals per unit of land is carefully balanced so that here the nwnber of

animals is rougWy equivalent to the carrying capacity of the land they occupy. This is

not the case with confinement swine operations. Obviously, a swine finishing operation

that houses four thousand pigs in facilities occupying sixteen acres of land vastly exceeds

the natural carrying capacity of that land. As feeds are imported to support the swine,

they produce more waste than can be absorbed and utilized by the vegetation on the land

they occupy. In turn, both environmental and economic factors dictate that the waste

produced by the swine be managed in such a way that it may be efficiently utilized by

other production activities while not posing significant negative environmental impacts.

The issue of waste management mentioned above has attracted a great deal of

legislative attention of late, particularly in those areas where the swine industry has

experienced dramatic growth in a relatively short time. This growth was not necessarily

unanticipated; in some cases, it was even invited. Seeking to provide opportunities for

economic development and a way to stabilize farm incomes, many rural communities

actively recruited large-scale swine operations (Luce and Williams). While the growth of

such operations has, in some cases, generated improved farm incomes and economic

growth for rural communities, it has also posed concerns about environmental issues such

as air and water quality. Some of the communities that solicited these operations are now

reeling from public discontent at the perceived hazards attendant to the presence of

CAPOs. In response to these concerns, legislators in several states have passed a variety

of measures both prescribing cenain management practices for swine production

operations and banning others. As the regulatory environment in which swine production

4



operates grows increasingly restrictive, policy makers must begin to determine the point

at which environmental and economic concerns come into equilibrium.

The Swine Industry in the United States

An understanding of the swine industry's development is fundamental to

predictions of its future. As mentioned previously, pork has long been an important

agricultural commodity in the United States. According to USDA-NASS, the total value

of U.S. swine and pork products sold in 1997 (the most recent year for which complete

data is available) was $13.1 billion. This placed swine commodities fourth overall in the

value of livestock products sold in that year and sixth overall in all agricultural

commodities, as depicted in Figure 1-2. In that year, 34.9 million head of feeder pigs and

107.6 million head of other pigs were sold.

The most recent estimates by USDA-NASS placed the December 1, 1999

inventory of all hogs and pigs in the United States at 59.4 million head. Referring back

to Figure 1-1, the U.S. hog and pig inventory has seen a good deal of variation over the

past fifty years, ranging from a low of 45.1 million head in 1953 to a high of 67.3 million

head in 1979. In a matter similar to the cattle inventories, swine inventories and prices

seem to exhibit a cyclical nature: an eight-year cycle, and a four-year sub-cycle. While

inventory numbers in recent years have remained relatively high, the most interesting

aspect of swine inventories lies not in the national figures, but in the increasing

concentration of swine among production operations and regions.

These shifts in production concentration become evident upon examination of the

relevant data. In 1974, there were 470,258 U.S. farm operations with hogs and pigs.

:;
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Referring to Figure 1-3, on can see that since that time, there has been a steady decline in

this number with each census assessment, with the exception of the 1978 census (the

reader may recall that this was a time of near-record farm profits, which lead to increased

firm entry into a number of agricultural sectors). In 1997, the number of operations with

hogs and pigs had declined to 109,754 - a decrease of 76.6%. While this might be

expected in a period of contracting inventories, hog and pig inventories have been

increasing since 1986. Thus, it can be seen that the swine industry has become more

concentrated, and implies that a number of swine production operations have grown in

scale.

As shown in Figure 1-4, all farms with inventories from one to 199 hogs and pigs

accounted for about 28% of the total U.S. hog and pig inventory in 1978 (the Agricultural

Census year with the largest number of swine operations in recent times), roughly equal

to the proportion of inventory held by farms with 200 to 499 head (29%). Farms with

more than 500 head accounted for 43%. Figure 1-5 shows that, by 1997, this picture had

changed radical1y. Farms with one to 199 head accounted for only 4.1 % of the U. S.

inventory, farms with 200 to 499 head accounted for 8.5%, and farms with 500 or more

head accounted for an overwhelming 87.4%.

If one were to break the inventory data down to smaller strata, it could be seen

that farms with 1000 head or more accounted for 75.3% of the national inventory. Figure

1-6 shows the increasing hog and pig inventories on these farms, and Figure 1-7

illustrates the increasing number of such operations. While there have been dramatic

changes in the concentration of swine production with larger operations, noticeable

changes have taken place in the geographic concentration of swine production as well.

7
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Traditionally, swine production has been concentrated in the Com Belt states. (Mathis).

In 1987, Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana accounted for approximately 44% of the national hog

inventory. Again in 1991, three states accounted for nearly 50% of the national hog

inventory. Two of these states were traditional Com Belt leaders in swine production-

Iowa and Minnesota. However, the state with the second highest inventory of hogs and

pigs was now North Carolina.

Another notable newcomer to the top ten states in swine production was

Oklahoma, which, although historically fairly consistent in ranking near 23 rd among

states in swine production, was now suddenly ninth (and has moved into eighth place

since the 1997 Census of Agriculture data were compiled). Figure 1-8 shows the hog and

pig inventories of Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma. The traditional leadership of

Iowa in swine production, and the recent prominence of North Carolina and Oklahoma,

lead to their closer examination in the course of this research.

The Importance of the Swine Industry in
Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma

In each of the states examined, the swine industry is a significant contributor to

the agriculture industry, and even to the overall state economy in some instances. The

following sections will give a more detailed description of the swine industry in each

state examined in the research.

Iowa For many years, Iowa has led the nation in swine production, a position

usually ascribed to the state's proximity to com and other operational inputs at affordable

costs. Over the past fifty years, Iowa alone has accounted for an average of

approximately 24% of all swine production in the United States. Within the state of Iowa

13
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itself, swine production ranks second only to corn in the value of production according to

the 1997 Census of Agriculture, with census year sales of $3.0 billion, accounting for

25.4% of the value of all agricultural commodity sales in the state (as illustrated in

Figure 1-9).

Iowa's inventory of swine has been fairly consistent for a number of years. Over

the last fifty years, swine numbers in the state have had a minimum of 9.7 million head,

and a maximum of 16.3 million head. Relative to North Carolina and Oklahoma, Iowa's

swine inventory over the past 50 years has had a smaller standard deviation; this is

noteworthy given Iowa's consistent domination of the other states in inventory numbers.

While the swine industry in Iowa may not have experienced the same rapid

increase as North Carolina and Oklahoma, it has seen a trend towards a greater

concentration of production in larger operations. In 1993 (the earliest year in which the

current inventory strata were employed by the USDA-NASS), the inventory of hogs and

pigs in the state was not dominated by anyone size category. Farms in the 100-499 head

class accounted for 25% of the state inventory, farms in the 500-999 head class, 30%,

farms in the 1000-1999 head class, 22%, and farms in the 2000-4999 head class, 15.5%.

At that point in time, farms with more than 5000 head of hogs and pigs accounted for

only five percent of the state inventory. Figure 1-10 illustrates these relative inventories.

In 1997, however, this picture had changed, as operations with more than 5000 head then

held 35% of the state hog and pig inventory, as illustrated in Figure 1-11.

Given that Iowa has historically dominated all other states, and that its inventory

ofhogs and pigs continues to trend generally upward, an analysis of swine production

would be remiss not to account for Iowa's influence on the national scope of the industry.
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North Carolina Referring back to Figure 1-8, it can be seen that, although

North Carolina's inventory of hogs and pigs has been steadily increasing over the past

fifty years, it has been in a period ofdramatic increase since 1990, going from 2.8 million

head in that year to a peak of 9.7 million in 1998. This has propelled hogs and pigs to the

position ofmost important agricultural commodity for the state by cash receipts, as

shown by Figure 1-12. Over the course of the 1990's, the state's swine industry has been

dominated by larger operations, with fanns in the 5000+ head class accounting for 63%

of the inventory of hogs and pigs in 1993, and for 73% in 1999.

According to Zering (2000), the rapid growth of pig production in North Carolina

can be attributed primarily to three factors, some ofwhich are unique North Carolina's

environment, while others are due to the influence ofdevelopment efforts. First, the land

base for a large number ofNorth Carolina farms is relatively small (averaging about 160

acres). Historically, North Carolina fanners have relied on the tobacco industry to

provide viable incomes. Realizing the hazard of single-enterprise dependence,

agricultural economists determined in the early 1960's that pig production offered the

best hope for North Carolina fanners to diversify out of reliance on tobacco production;

accordingly, state officials worked to place a significant amount of resources and

personnel into swine research. As a result, the state developed a number of production

technologies and management practices that are now staples in concentrated swine

feeding, such as concrete gang slats, indoor farrowing facilities, and more recently,

improved nurseries, all-in, all-out pig movements and three site production protocols.

These innovations created feed conversion rates, farrowing performance, and livability

levels that were far superior to the standards set by traditional farrow to finish farms.
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Secondly, many rural communities offered a receptive political environment,

since their condition (among some of the poorest counties in the state and the country)

begged for development initiatives. Large-scale production operations offered

employment opportunities where other industries had been reduced or eliminated. Also,

although some of the work associated with concentrated, intensive feeding operations

requires previous training, such operations still offer many other tasks are suitable for

individuals with little formal education.

Finally, the opening of a Smithfield Foods processing plant facilitated large-scale

expansion of the North Carolina swine industry, along with the fact that North Carolina

does not have anti-corporate farming regulations and until recently had 'right-to-farm'

laws.

Oklahoma The swine industry has grown from a relatively small part of

Oklahoma's agricultural sector to become the state's fifth most important agricultural

commodity, as depicted in Figure 1-13. Referring back to Figure 8, it can be seen that the

rapid increase in Oklahoma hog and pig inventories began in 1991. The state's inventory

of hogs and pigs increased by 832% from December of that year to March of 1998.

Virtually all of the increase in Oklahoma swine inventories came in large confinement

operations, as illustrated by the shifts in inventory share depicted in Figures 1-14 and

1-15.

Luce and Williams (1999) set forth a number of state aspects that make Oklahoma

favorable for swine production. First, it has a mild climate, with generally warmer

winters than those typically experienced by Com Belt states. This not only serves to

reduce the costs of environmental control in swine production facilities, but also tends to
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to feed grains produced in the state's panhandle and northwest quadrant. Another

geographic factor working in Oklahoma's favor is actually its distance from other swine

production regions, which retards the spread of disease to the state swine herd.

Demographic and economic factors have also fostered the growth of the swine

industry in Oklahoma. Labor costs within the state are relatively low, as are land costs,

(particularly in the Panhandle). Many rural communities in the state actively recruited

large confinement operations, for many of the same reasons mentioned in the discussion

of North Carolina. Faced with such pressing issues as rural depopulation, school

consolidation, and insufficient public revenues to provide county and municipal services,

a development mechanism suited to the area's physical and human resources was

desperately needed in many circumstances. In some cases, communities made large

concessions to swine producers and processors willing to locate in their areas. Such

concessions eventually attracted Seabord Farms' processing plant to the city of Guymon.

Oklahoma.

The one factor that truly opened the door for the expansion of large-scale swine

production in the state of Oklahoma and focused that expansion's starting point to the

early 1990's was the revision of the state's corporate farming legislation. Prior to this

date, the Oklahoma statutes prohibited corporations (with the exception of closely-held

family corporations) from owning most types of agricultural production operations.

Senate Bill 518, passed by the Oklahoma Legislature in April of 1991, removed the

majority of these restrictions, and thus removed the primary barrier to entry of large

corporations with interests in beginning operations in the state.
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The incredibly rapid expansion of the swine industry in the Oklahoma, while

providing some economic benefits, has also sparked a number of controversies regarding

large confinement operations' environmental impacts. The location of such operations

near residences and recreational areas have led to complaints regarding the odor

generated by animal waste storage areas and the potential contamination of ground- and

surface-water resources with nitrates and bacteria in the event of a loss of containment in

an operation's waste retention structure. Additionally, the application of animal waste to

cropland in efforts to recapture some of the waste's economic value is also cited as cause

for concern, given the possibility of nutrient leaching into nearby waters. Phosphates

pose a particular hazard in the eastern portion of the state. where some waters have

already been impaired by wastes from large poultry operations.

Perhaps paradoxically, the expansion of the swine industry has also generated

economic concerns. Many farmers are concerned that the increasing concentration of the

swine industry will eventually lead to oligopolistic or monopolistic conditions, which, in

turn, could lead to increased consumer prices and the elimination of many independent

producers. The current levels of integration and concentration have already raised

concerns among a number of agricultural economists who feel that such an environment

may have given rise to the near-ruinous prices for hogs in 1999.

Another economic concern comes from the "growing pains" associated with the

rapid introduction of large-scale production and processing operations into areas. The

city of Guymon, for example, has struggled to increase the capacity of its utilities and

transportation infrastructure to cope with the increased demands of both the new

Seaboard plant, and all of the new citizens that serve as its workforce. Due to the tax
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concessions granted to the Seaboard plant, the city has had a difficult time raising the

revenues needed to upgrade city services and the aforementioned infrastructures to cope

with the situation.

In the late 1990's, the Oklahoma Legislanrre began to examine a number of

possible legislative responses to the aforementioned concerns. In 1997 and 1998, the

Oklahoma Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations Act (OCAFOA) was passed to

provide a number of environmental guidelines for the operation of large confinement

operations. Prescribing a number of conditions to be met prior to the construction of

CAFO facilities and procedures for their continued operation, the OCAFOA also

empowered the Oklahoma State Department of Agriculture (ODA) to promulgate

regulations needed to fulfill the legislative intent of the Act. Since that time, the ODA

has fonned a number of Best Management Practices to facilitate the safe operation of

CAFOs. Still, there are many citizens who feel that the current regulations are not

sufficiently restrictive. Further regulations have been proposed in the state legislature,

including the elimination of lagoons as a waste storage system and the elimination of

surface application of effluent. According to Massey (1999), the Environmental

Protection Agency has contemplated similar measures. and is due to issLe a new set of

rules in relation to its Unified National Strategy for Animal Feeding Operations within

the next three years.

Review of Literature

While there is a fair amount of information available on animal waste, there is not

a great deal available regarding its economic management, nor its management subject to
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regulatory constraints that prohibit certain management practices. The issue is attracting

greater attention, though. Luce and Williams, as well as Plain, have examined the recent

trends in swine production in the Mid-west and South, with particular attention paid to

the smaller number of operations and increasing head-counts per operation.

Perhaps the most rapidly growing area within the topic of waste management

comes from those legislative acts and rules that govern it. The recently-passed

amendments to the Oklahoma Statutes and rules set forth by the ODA in the Oklahoma

Administrative Code have set the constraints for waste management in Oklahoma. While

the regulations have been fast in coming, there is little publicly available information

regarding their interpretation. Todd discusses the possibilities for misinterpretation of

regulations and the need for caution on behalf ofproducers, and Ferrell, Petermann, and

Tilley summarize the most recent legislative movements in Oklahoma.

With respect to the treatment of animal waste, considerable attention has been

given to the storage of waste in a lagoon system for eventual application to croplands.

Safely and Nye compiled a summary of the energy requirements of such systems, and

Koelsch summarizes some of the environmental considerations ofland application.

Doughertyet al discusses the basics of land application systems. Harrigan and Sutton et

aI, respectively, discuss specific systems in more detail, and Ackerman discusses

common reasons for system failures.

Aside from these land application systems, the body of literature is not

exhaustive, but is expanding. EI-Ahraf and Sneath address some alternative systems,

ranging from extensive mechanical manipulation to pyrolysis and the derivation of

commercial organic compounds from wastes.
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Unfortunately, in all of the above-mentioned literature, there is only one mention

of true economic analysis applied to the system, found in Sutton et al. TItis is perhaps the

clearest indication of need for the research in this subject. Fortunately, the seeds of

research into the selection of optimal systems do exist. Though it does not deal

specifically with environmental constraints, such decision models are described in Kim's

work.

Objectives

The overall objective of this project is to increase the amount of information

available to policymakers and agricultural producers when evaluating the potential

economic impacts of changes in the regulation of swine-producing CAFOs. This overall

objective will be met with the completion of two specific objectives.

1. Estimate the current cost of production, as represented by

breakeven cost of live hogs sold to cover variable and fixed costs,

for a given set of modeled swine production operations in the

states of Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma. Specifically, the

modeled operations will be a 1200 sow farrow-to-finish operation,

a 1200 sow farrow-to-feeder operation, and a 4000 head finishing

operation.

2. Estimate the new breakeven cost per hundredweight of live hogs

sold Wlder the conditions of the hypothesized regulatory changes

and evaluate other economic impacts of operational modifications

needed to come into compliance with the hypothesized regulations.
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Procedures

While the specific procedures used to meet the objectives of the project will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 3, a brief overview is presented here.

To determine the basic characteristics of the modeled operations, the details of the

agriculture sector in each modeled area were examined. The location of the modeled

operations in each state was the county with the largest inventory of hogs and pigs in the

states of Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma according to the data contained in the 1997

Census of Agriculture. For objectives one and two, the focus was to determine the

acreage of typical fanns in the area, their crop enterprise mix. and the cost of swine

production inputs. These characteristics were then incorporated into the Swine

Production Budget model developed by the Commercial Agriculture Task Force at the

University of Missouri to form enterprise budgets for the modeled operations.

The infonnation gathered during this phase of the research was also be

incorporated into the Swine Waste Management Program designed by the Departments of

Agricultural Economics and Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering at Oklahoma State

University to provide an estimated cost per unit of capacity for waste management at

each operation. This cost was then prorated over each operation's capacity to estimate a

line-item cost of waste management for the operation's enterprise budget.

After arriving at the base-scenario cost structure for each operation, a set of

hypothesized regulations was imposed on each operation, and the cost of waste

management re-estimated for each scenario. Specifically, the regulations imposed were

a) the elimination of lagoons as a waste storage system, and b) the elimination of surface
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application of effluent to land as a means of waste disposal (which, conversely, could be

construed as a requirement that effluent be injected or incorporated into the soil directly,

if it is to be land-applied), and c) the imposition of a crop-removal based phosphorous

restriction on the application of animal waste to cropland. Given the projected cost of

waste management under the hypothesized regulations, a new breakeven cost will be

calculated for each operation.

Limitations

As is the case with all simulation models, the accuracy of the results generated are

hampered by a number of inherent limitations on the models used. Of necessity, a

number of complex production variables are reduced to simplistic assumptions to make

their simulation feasible. For example, an enterprise budgeting model that accounted for

every production input and output on a swine production enterprise would have to be of

equal or even greater complexity than the entire set of financial and production records

for an actual operation. Since such information is proprietary, the only other way to

obtain such detailed information would be to keep such records for an actual operation,

which was not feasible for this particular project.

Another limiting factor is fact that while probable responses to a set of regulatory

changes can be estimated, it is not possible to forecast all the possible responses a

producer could initiate in response to such a change. For the purposes of this study, it is

assumed that a producer will shift to a different technology if his current operation would

not be compliant with the proposed regulations. However, there are a nearly infinite
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number of possible responses involving any combination of shifts in technology and

management, up to and including industry exit.

Overview of Following Chapters

In the following chapters, the set of modeled fanns will be developed, subjected

to the hypothesized regulatory changes, and evaluated for profitability.

Chapter two will present the theoretical aspects and perspectives from which the

problem will be viewed. Economic models and their application to this specific research

problem will be presented, along with the economic problems inherent to the scenarios

under investigation. Finally, the application of economic principles to enterprise

budgeting and partial budgeting analysis will be demonstrated.

Chapter three will outline the procedures used to answer the research question.

Specifically, it will address the assumptions used in the modeling of the swine production

operations and the rationale behind the assumptions. The hypothesized regulations and

their selection will be discussed, followed by the baseline costs for each modeled

operation in each state.

Chapter four will present the findings from the trials of each operation under the

hypothesized regulations, by operation type for each state and for each regulatory change.

Chapter five will summarize the results and the potential implications for each

state's swine industry, present the conclusions gained from the research, and make

recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER II

ECONOMIC THEORY

Economic Problems

When evaluating the effects ofpossible legislative and regulatory changes on the

swine and pork industry, the overall policy question is whether the marginal societal

benefits of additional regulations outweigh the marginal costs of those regulations to

society as a whole. Though this may sound simple, deriving the appropriate values for

the "costs" and "benefits" is a complex matter. For the purposes of this research the

explicit quantitative costs of compliance with additional regulations to the swine

production firm will be examined. The project will not address estimation of the costs of

promulgating and enforcing regulations, nor will it attempt to quantify changes in social

welfare as a result of the regulations. Instead, the microeconomic aspects of the problem

at hand will be addressed; thus, the majority of the theoretical framework for the project

will be microeconomic in nature.

Prior to examining the economic problems of swine production operations in the

states examined in this research, a number of assumptions should be established. First,

ceteris paribus conditions are assumed for each trial; all factors except those under

examination are presumed to be constant over the period of investigation. Producers are

assumed to be able to make instantaneous decisions and have those decisions
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implemented immediately (if a new production technology is used, it is assumed that it

can be installed and utilized as soon as it is chosen for integration into the operation).

Producers are also presumed to have perfect knowledge of all relevant economic factors

and to execute their decisions accordingly.

According to economic theory, the capacity of the set of resources held by a

production operation to produce a commodity can be expressed'in terms of a production

function, generally expressed in algebraic fonn as:

(1)

where Y is a given output, XI is a variable input, and inputs X2 through Xn are fixed for the

purpose of analysis. In the long term, however, all inputs become variable as the

producer has time to respond to the universe of market forces and adjust even "fixed"

asset inputs accordingly. This allows the production function to provide the optimal

output for each combination of available resources.

The physical production function may be coupled with information regarding the

prices of inputs and outputs to provide infonnation regarding the profitability of the

production operation, expressed mathematically as the operation's profit function:

(2)

where 7t represents the operation's profit, Py is the price of the finn's output (in this case.

expressed as Y), and Pxn represents the cost of input Xn. In other words, the price of the

product multiplied by the amount of product produced, less the sum of the costs of the
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inputs multiplied by their respective levels of use, equals the profit for the production

operation. As a result, one could also express the profit function as

7t= TR- TC (3)

indicating, in simplistic terms, that the firm's profit equals the sum of its revenues less

the sum of its expenses. Microeconomic theory dictates that in the short term, the firm

will continue to operate so long as total revenues cover the expenses of variable inputs

(those inputs that can be varied in the short term), and will continue to operate in the long

run only if total revenues are able to meet the expenses of all inputs (since, as the reader

will recall, all inputs become variable in the long term).

Bearing these economic relationships in mind, it is then necessary to establish a

perspective on the environment in which they operate in order to form a meaningful

estimate of the impact of regulatory changes on producers. It is reasonable to assume the

situation faced by swine producers is one of perfect competition, as the individual,

independent producers have very little market power, if any. While it has been

hypothesized that the level of concentration in the swine industry is now sufficient for

some larger firms to b~gin to exercise a small amount ofmarket power, it shall be

assumed for the purposes of this research that even producers in contract arrangements

with large integrators will face the market price for their product as independent

producers do. It may also be assumed that the individual producers and their actions can

be described by the theory of the firm; their goal is to maximize profits, and they are

subjectively rational in their management decisions. Given these conditions, it can be

reasonably predicted that, when faced with additional environmental regulations,
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producers will seek the minimum-cost method to achieve compliance with those

regulations.

The basis of this assumption again stems from basic microeconomic theory.

Given that a finn operates in perfectly competitive conditions, it has no ability to

influence prices by varying its output. Therefore, at any level of output, the firm will

receive the same price (Py) in the short term for all output. Under such conditions, the

firm can do two things to increase profitability at any given level of output. It can seek to

improve the productive efficiency of its resources, thereby garnering more output per unit

of input. Alternatively, the firm can maintain the current level of output and seek means

of reducing the costs of producing that level of output.

As a result, when faced with the hypothesized regulations of this research, the

modeled swine producers will have to adapt their operations in a manner that will enable

them to maximize profits by minimizing costs. Waste management costs present an

interesting challenge, since they will increase with increased swine production.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that instead of producing more pigs and thus trying

to spread out fixed costs, producers will instead choose to adopt technologies and

protocols that will minimize the costs of waste management for a given level of output.

Economic Models

To achieve the objectives of the project, it was decided to create a system of

modeled farms which approximated the operations and behavior of actual swine

production operations as closely as possible, given the resources and information

available to the researcher. A number of economic models are available to agricultural
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economists for estimating how producers can best use available resources, in some fonn

of optimal combination, to meet the producers' goals. Those goals can be almost as

numerous as the producers themselves, as they seek to attain profit, equity growth,

income stability, or a number of other economic or non-economic goals. While there are

a number of perspectives from which fann management decisions can be viewed, a

purely quantitative, economic one was necessary for the purposes of this research in order

to make the modeling process manageable and to reasonably estimate producer

responses.

As stated in Mathis (1991), virtually all economic models share three common

elements: 1) the ceteris paribus condition; 2) assumption of rational decision-making on

the part of the producer, and 3) the distinction between positive and nonnative questions.

The models in this research pose no exception to these elements.

The ceteris paribus condition is one of the first economic concepts taught to

students in the field of agricultural economics. Indeed, it is perhaps one of the most

critical assumptions in virtually all economic modeling. Put simply, it requires that all

variables in a model, whether they are implicit or explicit, be held constant, with the

exception of those variables whose marginal impacts are being investigated. This

condition allows for more precise measurement of the variables being examined, with a

minimization of interference from other factors whose interactions with the choice

variables could make results ambiguous. An example relevant to the research would be

the investigation of the change in cost of production for a given swine operation given a

change in regulatory constraints, and holding all other factors, like feed inputs, labor

costs, and interest rates constant. If these other variables were not controlled, it would be
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difficult to determine what the true impact of the regulatory change would be on the cost

of production for the operation.

Another critical element to modeling production operations is the assumption of

rational decision-making on the part of the agricultural producer. Rational decision

making, in the economic context, simply means that the objective of the producer is to

maximize profits given the external constraints placed on his/her decision-making

capacity and economic resources. This assumption is critical to the feasibility of

modeling producer behavior. While it is true that many producers in the real world might

have any number of goals, it must be assumed that the paramount goal of the producer is

to maximize economic returns. Such an assumption facilitates the use of mathematical

analysis of production decisions and allows reasonable optimal solutions to be calculated,

as will be demonstrated later.

A final critical element to the success of quantitative modeling efforts is the use of

positive, as opposed to normative, questions in seeking to predict producer behavior. In

lay terms, positive questions ask "What is?" while normative questions ask "What should

be?" For example, a positive economic question might be "What is cost of installing and

operating a sub-surface injection system for swine effluent?" whereas a normative

economic question might be "What proportion of the cost of environmental protection

should producers have to bear?" The qualitative nature of many normative questions

makes them difficult to answer empirically. Furthermore, a successful solution to a

normative question depends, to a large extent, on the individual asking the question, since

a normative question inherently has a moral component defined by the belief system of
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the investigator. As a result, this project focuses on positive analysis to provide objective

empirical results that can then be viewed by others in the nonnative context they choose.

To allow such economic analysis in this research, two models were manually

integrated. This arrangement allowed the researcher to estimate one of the production

costs, namely that of swine waste management, and then examine the impacts of

fluctuations in that cost on the total production costs and relative competitiveness of a

given swine production fInn.

The Missouri Swine Budget Generator

The first of these models was an enterprise budget generator developed at the

University of Missouri. Taking information provided by the user, this software uses

integrated information regarding physical, technical, and economic production

relationships to estimate the production and costs of the specified operation.

Accordingly, the user must provide information regarding what is known about the

operation's physical production capacities and efficiencies, its input costs, and the assets

that comprise its physical plant. Figure 2-1 displays how the budget generator utilizes

this information to calculate production costs, based on the component worksheets of the

Excel° template.

The Missouri Swine Budget Generator (MSBG) requests general infonnation

about the particular swine production operation to be modeled. Depending on whether

the operation entails farrowing operations (as is the case for the farrow to feeder and

farrow to finish operations), the template will allow user-specified inputs of the number

of sows in each breeding group, the frequency of farrowing on the operation, and the
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Figure 2-1 (continued)

Explanation of Schematic Symbols
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Worksheet Title Description
Datalnput Primary sheet for user data input

IngrdCost Allows user specification of feed ingredient costs

NRecipies Allows user specification of nursery rations

FRecipies Allows user specification of finisher pig rations

BRecipies Allows user specification of breeding herd rations

FeedStats Calculates production based on herd dynamics and feed efficiencies

EntBudget
Final output of production costs on per head, cwt. or litter basis
(depending on operation type)

LaC Line of credit analysis

CashFlows Cash flow for modeled operation over ten year span

IncStatements
Income statements for modeled operation, averaged over ten year
span

AmortOld Amortization schedule modeled operation's existing debt

GP Presents data regarding modeled operation's internal grandparent
system, if so chosen

Depr
Calculates depreciation of modeled operation's equipment, facilities,
and breeding stock
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reproductive efficiency of the breeding herd (i.e. the number of piglets weaned per litter,

average weaning weight, etc.) to estimate the annual throughput of the operation. In the

case of a finisher operation, the number of pigs introduced to the operation in each

"batch," along with the frequency of batch arrival, is substituted for the reproductive

information to enable the program to estimate throughput.

After supplying the program with throughput information, the user may input

estimated annual average costs for a number of items involved in the fann's production

operations. These cover the usual items found in an enterprise budget for swine

production: breeding costs, veterinary costs, utilities, labor, marketing costs, and so on.

The user can also enter the total costs of buildings and equipment for the operation.

The user is also required to enter infonnation regarding the nutrition program

used for the operation. Here, there are two options for determining the cost of feed for

the operation. The user may choose to enter in costs for each feed ingredient used by the

operation, and then enter the amount of each ingredient used in the ration for each phase

of the nutrition program, or the user may simply enter the total cost of each ration used.

Along with this information, the user will need to specify how long the swine will remain

on each ration used, and the expected average daily gain of the swine on each ration.

Given this information the MSBG will then calculate the total annual costs of

operation for the operation, and summarize them in the form of an operational enterprise

budget that includes the costs on a per-head-sold, per-litter, per-hundredweight, or per

litter basis in the case of the farrow to feeder and farrow to finish operations, or a per

head-sold, or per hundred weight basis. In both cases, the program also shows the

percentage of total variable costs accounted for by each item.
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The Swine Waste Management Program

The second model, the Swine Waste Management Program (SWMP) was created

in a cooperative venture between Oklahoma State University and the University of

Missouri, and calculates the estimated cost of swine waste management for a specified

operation. While the MSBG is highly dependent on user-specified inputs, the SWMP

contains a great deal of integrated information regarding the specifications of a number of

available waste storage, treatment, and application technologies. Therefore, the user need

only enter a few specifications about the swine "throughput" capacity of the operation

under investigation, the physical arrangement of the operation, available cropland

information, and the desired type of waste management system. The SWMP is sho\'ffi in

Figure 2-2.

Using the information provided by the user, the SWMP then executes a

substantial number of calculations to determine the exact configuration of the waste

management system and its attendant costs. Specifically, the program determines the size

of the waste storage facility needed to contain the wastes generated by operation, given

the number and type of swine (larger pigs will naturally generate a greater volume of

waste per unit time than smaller pigs). The program also contains construction cost

coefficients that enable it to determine the construction costs necessary for the storage

facility (and, as a result, the depreciation costs for the facility). It should be noted that the

SWMP calculates the appropriate size for the waste management system type specified; if

the use wishes to conduct cost-minimization analysis, they will need to run multiple
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Figure 2·2. Swine Waste Management Program Model Schematic
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Figure 2-2 (continued)

Expl,anation of Schematic Symbols

~ Data Input

CJ Data Storage

o Calculation

D
Worksheet Title Description

Main Collection I storage of user inputs and
calculated values

Page1 Primary user input page
PrcSpec Stores price specifications for system facilities,

components, and supplies
SysSumry Output summary specifications of waste

management system calculated by SWMP
CstRet Output summary of operation costs for waste

management system and returns from
recovered nutrient values

Phouse Calculates waste amounts generated by
modeled operation

StTrea Calculates needed capacities of modeled
operation's waste storage and treatment
facilities

IrrAppl Calculates dimensions and capacities of land
application system for modeled operation if an
irrigation system is specified by user for land
application of wastes

HaulAp Calculates dimensions and capacities of haul-
tanker application system for modeled
operation if such a system is specified by user

CropN Calculates nutrient removal rates of modeled
farm based on crop mix specified by user

Weather Data storage array for climatologic data in
modeled regions

PigOp Calculates flow of livestock through modeled
operation

Scn1 Data storage array for specificat,ions of
alternative waste storage structures for
modeled operation

Srmxir Data storage array for information regarding
the timing of land application of wastes
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iterations of the program while manually modifying their choice variables between

iterations.

In addition to calculations relating to the storage of animal wastes, the SWMP

also determines the appropriate design characteristics of the operation's waste application

system. The user may specify up to six different crops to receive the wastes; information

regarding the crops would include the acres of each crop to be Used, the distance from the

swine operation to each field, and other field characteristics. The user must also specify a

yield goal, which is important in allowing the program to calculate how much of the

wastes can be used by the given crops.

The crop information provided, along with the data regarding the waste generated

by the operation, allows the SWMP to calculate the dimensions of the land application

system needed to handle the appropriate waste volume. While the user must specify the

type of system to be used (for example, the user may select a center-pivot system, a drag

hose injection system, or a haul-tanker wagon), the program will calculate the capacity of

the system in terms of the specific system chosen. That is to say, in the example of a

center-pivot system an irrigation system, the needed volume per-unit-timc capacity of the

piping to the field, the size of pumps needed to transport the waste effluent from the

operation to the field, etc.

~The SWMP compiles the information regarding both the waste storage

facilities and land-application systems to estimate an annual cost of waste management

for the operation. In its system summary, the program presents the system dimensions

and annual operating costs, along with the total capital investment in the system, as well

as information on the depreciation of the system components.
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Integrating the Models

The two models were manually integrated by the author to estimate how the costs

of waste management (under both the baseline conditions and the hypothesized

regulations) would impact the overall costs of production for the operation. First, data

regarding the costs of production for each modeled operation were accumulated. Then,

the SWMP was used to calculate the costs of waste management for the operation. This

information, combined with the previously mentioned production cost data, was then

included in the inputs of the MSBG to calculate the costs of production for each

operation, first under the baseline conditions, and then under the influence of the

hypothesized regulations.

Applications to Farm Management

While the theories and assumptions used in the economic modeling of swine

production operations may seem somewhat abstract to the layman, they have led to the

development of a number of practical tools that can be used by the producer to run such

enterprises in an economically efficient manner.

Enterprise Budgeting

The practice of enterprise budgeting was conceived to aid producers in planning

their whole-farm operations by providing generalized cost and revenue infonnation in a

fonnat that facilitates the adaptation of the infonnation to the scale needed by the

operator. It is with this intent in mind that enterprise budgets were used in this research.

Given the differences among the operations in physical location, input costs, and scale,
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enterprise budgeting provided an excellent tool by which to model these similar but

unique operations.

Enterprise Selection

Naturally, an increased amount of enterprise budget information availability will

facilitate the optimization of enterprise selection on the part of those producers who

choose to avail themselves of such information. Whether applied through mathematical

progranuning or comparative methods, enhanced budgeting information helps producers

achieve a true optimization of their profit function, as they become increasingly accurate

in their estimate of appropriate input mixes (in terms of a factor-factor input choice) to

produce an optimal compliment of commodities (selected in a product-product context)

given both resource and product price conditions.

The issue of swine waste management poses a special challenge to optimization

of the fann's enterprise mix. It is a common practice in the state of Oklahoma to apply

swine waste to agronomic crops or pasture. As regulations become more restrictive of

nutrient balances (specifically nitrogen and phosphorous), fanners must either find ways

of modifying nutrient content of these wastes, adopt technology that will reduce the

nutrient content, or apply the wastes to crops that will utilize greater amounts of nutrients

so as to alleviate the threat of runoff or impairment of water resources. In this context,

the producer must marshal capital resources carefully and examine whether changing the

waste management technology or adapting th.e crop mix is more economically fea'iible.

The additional restrictions on waste application thus act as an additional constraint to the

programming scenario in optimizing farm output. Here again, accurate enterprise
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budgeting infonnation, inclusive of data regarding alternative waste management

procedures and costs, is vital to the optimization of farm profits.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

Swine Production Operation Modeling

In forecasting the reactions of producers to regulatory changes and the economic

impacts of those reactions, it is important to model the producers' operations as

accurately as time and resource constraints will allow. To this end, a number of data

sources, as well as experts in animal science, agricultural engineering, and agricultural

economics were consulted to make the modeled swine production operations as realistic

as possible given the aforementioned constraints.

This chapter will detail the assumptions behind the establishment of the modeled

operations. The selection of the hypothesized regulations will then be discussed,

followed by the procedures used to estimate how the modeled operations would react to

the new regulatory environment.

Location of Modeled Operations

As mentioned in the introduction, the objectives of the project were to be met

through the modeling of swine production operations in the states of Oklahoma, North

Carolina, and Iowa. Oklahoma was selected for many of the same reasons as North

Carolina, plus the added relevance of infonnation regarding the state to its policy-makers.
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North Carolina was selected due to the rapid expansion of its swine industry (placing it

second among all states in hog and pig inventory), and the dramatic increase in its

prominence among agricultural products in cash receipts for the state. Iowa was selected

for its historic dominance of other states in swine production.

Within each production region, a base county was selected. This was the county

in each production region that had the highest inventory of hogs and pigs according to the

1997 Census of Agriculture, conducted by the United States Department of Agriculture.

The base city for the county is the incorporated city with the largest population in each

county. A map showing the relative locations of the modeled operations is found in

Figure 3-1.

Physical Characteristics of Modeled Operations

The first step in the modeling of each region's swine production operations, was

to establish the physical characteristics of the modeled operations. The first of these

characteristics was the arrangement of the operation itself, i. e. its size and the types of

crop and animal production conducted on them.

Fann Size The first of these paramete:rs to be established was the fanns' size.

For a given county, the 1997 Census of Agriculture presents the number fanns in each of

a number of size ranges, detailed in Table 3-1. Since the acreages of fann operations

with swine enterprises was not available as a separate data set, it was assumed that the a

commercial swine operation would likely be placed on an operation larger than the

average for the county, but not necessarily a fann in the largest range.

Thus, to estimate the typical acreage for a fann with a swine enterprise, the

cumulative number of fanns in each size class was calculated, from largest to smallest.
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Sioux County

Iowa

Duplin County

North Carolina
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Figure 3-1. Relative Locations of Modeled Swine Operations in Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma
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TABLE 3-1

USDA Census ofAgriculture Farm Size Ranges

Size Range Midpoint

1 to 9 acres 5

10 to 49 acres 30

50 to 69 acres 60

70 to 99 acres 85

100 to 139 acres 120

140 to 179 acres 160

180 to 219 acres 200

220 to 259 acres 240

260 to 499 acres 380

500 to 999 acres 750

1,000 to 1,999 acres 1,500

2,000 acres or more 2,500·

* A figure of2,500 was arbitrarily assigned to this class for the purposes ofcalculations.

Source: 1997 Census of Agriculture, USDA

The typical farm acreage for a production region was then defined as the midpoint of the

Census size range which represented at least the 66 th percentile of farms in the county.

Table 3-2 presents the farm size data for the modeled regions. An example would he

Texas County, Oklahoma. In this case, the typical farm size would be set at 1500 acres,

since this is the midpoint of the range that would account for at least 66.66% of the

cumulative total (in this instance, a total of 67.1 %). The typical farm sizes for Iowa and

North Carolina were 380 and 200 acres, respectively.
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Table 3-2

Distribution of Farms by Size in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

North
State Oklahoma Carolina Iowa

Number Cumulative Cumulative Number of Cumulative Cumulative Number of Cumulative Cumulalive

Si7.l: Range Midpoint of Farms Total of Farms Proponion Fannsin TOlalof Proponion Farms in Total of Proportion

in Range ofFanns Range Farms ofFanns Range Farms of Farms

2,000 or more acres 2500 159 484 100.0% 14 890 100.0% 5 1570 100.0%

1,000 - 1,999 acres 1500 126 325 67.1% 26 876 98.4% 52 1565 99.7%

500 - 999 aCres 750 94 199 41.1% 81 850 95.5% 236 1513 96.4%

260 - 499 acres 380 62 105 21.7% 110 769 86.4% 408 1277 81.3%

220 to 259 acres 240 7 43 8.9% 48 659 74.0% 130 869 55.4%

180 - 219 acres 200 3 36 7.4% 46 611 68.7% 73 739 47.1%

140 - 179 acres 160 12 33 6.8% 65 565 63.5% 173 666 42.40/.

100 - 139 acres 120 9 21 4.30/. 79 500 56.2% 96 493 31.4%

70 - 99 acres 85 4 12 2.5% 90 421 47.3% 97 397 25.3%

50 - 69 acres 60 2 8 1.7% 76 331 37.2% 30 300 19.1%

10 - 49 acres 30 5 6 1.2% 200 255 28.7% 108 270 17.2%

I - 9 acres 5 1 I 0.2% 55 55 6.2% 162 162 10.3%

Source: 1997 Census of Agriculture, USDA



Cropland Acreage The establishment of an overall farm size was necessary prior

to the next step: determining the acreage of cropland and the crops utilized on it. To

arrive at the acreage devoted to cropland for each typical fann, the acreage of total

harvested cropland was divided by the acreage of land in farms to form a ratio. The

typical farm size was multiplied by this ratio to arrive at the typical farm cropland

acreage. For example, in Sioux County, Iowa, the acreage of land in farms was 493,556

acres and the acreage of total harvested cropland equaled 432,087 acres, giving a ratio of

1.14: 1. Applied to the typical farm size for Sioux County (380 acres), this gives a

cropland acreage of approximately 333 acres. Table 3-3 shows the overall size of the

modeled farms and the acreages of their crops.

Table 3-3

Sizes and Crop Acreages for Modeled Operations

-

Oklahoma

North Carolina

Iowa

Total Farm Size
Total Cropland Acreage
Component Crops' Acreages

Wheat
Grain Sorghum

Com

Total Farm Size
Total Cropland Acreage
Component Crops' Acreages

Bennudagrass

Total Farm Size
Total Cropland Acreage
Component Crops' Acreages

Com
Soybeans
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1500 acres
640 acres

320 acres
160 acres
160 acres

200 acres
120 acres

120 acres

380 acres
320 acres

160 acres
160 acres



In order to detennine which crop enterprises would be used on the modeled swine

production operations, swine waste management experts in the selected states were

interviewed regarding the crop enterprises most prevalent on concentrated swine

production operations in that state. The modeled operations in Texas County, Oklahoma

had cropland acreages were divided among wheat, corn, and grain sorghwn. A unique

characteristic of waste application in this portion of the state dictated a modification of

the cropland acreages devoted to waste application, however. For the most part, swine

waste application in Texas County is accomplished through the use of pre-existing

center-pivot irrigation systems, based around quarter-sections of land. It was decided to

acknowledge this practice in the modeling of the waste application systems. Census of

Agriculture data were used to detennine the relative proportion of each of the three crops

by harvested acreages, and these proportions were used to allocate 160 acre fields. This

resulted in 320 acres of wheat, 160 acres of com, and 160 acres of grain sorghwn.

It is important to note here that a center pivot irrigation system located on a 160

acre portion ofland will not irrigate the entire field; this is the cause of "corners" in such

systems. The actual irrigated area of a center pivot irrigation system on a 160 acre field

is approximately 128 acres. Thus, for the purposes of calculations with the SWMP, this

was the acreage used for every 160 acre center pivot system.

To facilitate the calculation of waste application system dimensions and costs, the

cropland acreages in North Carolina and Iowa were also rounded to the nearest even

fraction of a standard 640 acre section of land. Thus, two quarters of land in Iowa, and

an eighth and a sixteenth in North Carolina were allocated to cropland.
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For the modeled operations in Duplin County, North Carolin~ this procedure

resulted in the allocation of the entire cropland acreage to bennudagrass production.

Waste management experts from North Carolina stated that the overwhelming majority

of swine waste application to cropland occurred on bennudagrass acreages, owing to the

yield response of this forage crop to nitrogen, and its removal capacity of that nutrient.

Since data on bennudagrass yields is not recorded in the annual Agricultural Statistics of

North Carolina, an estimate was used from the North Carolina State University

Department of Crop Science.

In Sioux County, Iowa, a corn-soybean rotation was used on the modeled farms.

While this may represent a two-year rotation schedule in actual agronomic practice, it

was necessary to modify this operation for input into the SWMP, which executes crop

calculations on the basis of a crop year. Half of the cropland acreages for the farms were

entered as corn (for grain production), with the other half entered as soybeans. This

provides a reasonable approximation of the corn-soybean rotation. The yield goals used

in the SWMP for these crops were the five-year average yields calculated from figures

contained in the annual Agricultural Statistics report for Iowa.

There were a number of reasons for using the above crop-allocation procedures.

While in times past, the animal wastes generated by swine production would be simply

stored and perhaps spread as dry manure on available cropland, the increasing size and

concentration of swine production dictates a different protocol of waste application to

cropland. In some cases, the need for nutrient uptake and removal may actually dictate

the crops raised on a swine-producing farm. In other cases, the economics of modifying

previously-existing irrigation systems to apply waste (rather than constructing an entirely
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new system) may determine the waste management practices of the producer. In any

case, these factors, combined with the inherent difficulties and inaccuracies of

establishing an "average" cropland allocation, led to the selection of the procedure used

for this research as the most intuitively satisfying.

Selection of Swine Enterprises

To model the swine production enterprises on each typical fann, it was necessary

for the sake of feasibility to choose a type of operation that could be readily replicated on

each fann with a minimum of adjustments, while still being able to fairly approximate

production practices and their attendant costs. To accomplish this, the swine production

operation interactive enterprise budget program developed by the University of Missouri

Commercial Agriculture Program Swine Focus Team was chosen (Massey, 1998).

This program is comprised of a number of Excel© spreadsheet program templates

designed to collect information about the swine enterprise to be modeled. Separate

programs were constructed to model three types of swine production programs - a 600

sow farrow to feeder operation, a 1200 sow farrow to finish operation, and a 4000 head

feeder operation. These operations represent what are believed to be common sizes for

their respective enterprises. Even in those cases where a swine production operation

chooses to operate at a larger scale, they are likely to choose an operation that represents

a multiple of these operations' scale (2400 sow farrow to finish operations, 1200 sow

farrow to feeder operations, etc.). For the purposes of this research, it was decided that a

1200 sow farrow to finish operation would be more appropriate for the purposes of the
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research, and thus, the 600 sow farrow to feeder operation was modified for this increase

in scale.

These budgets were based upon conditions in Missouri; since this state was not

modeled, the operations' budgets had to be modified from these base conditions, using

regional indices or available price data for the cost of feedstuffs, labor, building costs,

land valuations, etc. The following section will present these adaptations in their

aggregate form, by difference from the Missouri baseline values.

Modification of Feed Costs The cost of feed is one of the most important factors

in modeling a swine production operation's expenses, for two reasons. First, the cost of

many feed components vary by region, contributing to the comparative advantage of

some areas in swine production. In some cases, feed costs alone can account for the

majority of the total costs of swine production and so lower costs of feeding may explain

much of the difference of production costs between regions. Second, as the size of swine

operations increase and thus reduce fixed costs per head of production, variable costs

account for an increasing proportion of the total costs of production.

To establish a swine nutrition program for the modeled operations, it was decided

to follow the example program presented in The Missouri System ofSwine Production

(MSSP) (DiPietrie), Swine production operations use a variety of nutritional programs

ranging from a single ration for each phase of growth to split-sex multi-phase feeding

programs containing nearly a dozen different rations. The nutrition program outlined in

the MSSP represents a reasonably sophisticated nutritional strategy while remaining

relatively easy to calculate.
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The MSSP nutritional program is comprised of single diets for gestating sows,

lactating sows, breeding sows, and boars, respectively. A three-phase starter program is

used for nursery pigs, which is then followed by a three-phase grower-finisher program.

In the case of the gestation, lactation, and grower-finisher rations, the MSSP presents a

number of possible fonnulations (for the purposes of the research, it was assumed that

nursery rations were purchased complete). [n each case, the fonnulation selected

represents the least-cost formulation given the cost of ingredients in each modeled region.

To estimate such regional feed ingredient costs, a number of data sources were

consulted. Whenever possible, data from USDA-NASS were used. However, USDA-

NASS cannot record data for all feed ingredients; thus, in some cases, it was necessary to

use individual price estimates or bids for ingredients in markets outside of the modeled

region and then adjust such prices by a regional index. This index was constructed using

NASS price data for 14-16% hog concentrate feed, For each NASS reporting region, a

five-year average price for this feed was calculated. A matrix of the relative cost of this

feed between the reporting regions was then fonned and used to adjust feed ingredients as

needed. For example, the 5-year regional average cost for the concentrate in the Com

Belt region (which contains Missouri and Iowa) was $227.20 per ton, whereas the 5-year

average for the Southern Plains region (containing Oklahoma), was $251.60 per ton, or

110.7% of the Com Belt average. Thus, when an ingredient price needed adjustment

from its cost in Missouri to an estimated cost in Oklahoma, the Missouri price would be

multiplied by 110.7%.

Table 3-4 presents this regional feed cost adjustment matrix, and Table 3-5 shows

the data sources used to estimate ingredient costs.
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Table 3·4

Regional Adjustment Matrix for Swine Ration Costs

(Row as percent of column heading's 5yr average)

Region· App CmBlt Delt Lake Mtn NE NorPI Pac Sf SoPln
App 110.04% 106.56% 112.11% 94.13% 106.02% 107.48% 110.72% 94.55% 99.36%
CmBlt 90.88% 96.85% 101.88% 85.54% 96.35% 97.68% 100.62% 85.93% 90.30%
Delt 93.84% 103.26% 105.20% 88.33% 99.49% 100.86% 103.90% 88.73% 93.24%
Lake 89.20% 98.15% 95.06% 83.96% 94.57% 95.87% 98.76% 84.34% 88.63%
Mtn 106.24% 116.90% 113.21% 119.10% 112.64% 114.19% 117.63% 100.45% 105.56%
NE 94.32% 103.79% 100.51% 105.74% 88.78% 101.38% 104.43% 89.18% 93.72%
NorPI 93.04% 102.38% 99.15% 104.30% 87.58% 98.64% 103.01% 87.97% 92.45%
Pac 90.32% 99.38% 96.25% 101.26% 85.02% 95.76% 97.08% 85.40% 89.75%

0'1
SE 105.76% 116.37% 112.70% 118.57% 99.55% 112.13% 113.67% 117.09% 105.09%
SoPln 100.64% 110.74% 107.25% 112.83% 94.73% 106.70% 108.17% 111.43% 95.16%

Source: Agricultural Prices 1997 and 1998, USDA

·Explanation of Regional Abbreviations:
App Appalachian Region (Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and North Carolina
CmSlt Corn Belt Region (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Ohio)
Delt Delta Region (Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana)
Lake Lake Region (Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota)
Mtn Mountain Region (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)
NE Northeastern Region (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, and Vermont)
Northern Plains Region (Kansas, North Dakota, Nebraska, and South Dakota)
Southeastern Region (Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina)
Southern Plains Region (Oklahoma and Texas)
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Ingredient
Com
Wheat Midds

Dehydrated alfalfa meal
Soybean Meal (44%)
Soybean Meal (48%)

Soy Hulls

L-Iysine mono-hydrochloride

Fat

Salt

Vitamin, TfM premix
Dicalcium Phosphate
Limestone

Table 3-5

Data Sources for Feed Ingredient Costs

Derivation of Cost Data
5 year average price (by state) of prices received by farmers, Agricultural Prices 1999-1998, pg. A-31
Nearest-market bid for each region according to Feedstuffs Magazine, March 27th, 2000
IA (Minneapolis)
NC (Memphis)
OK (Kansas City)
5 year average price by region of prices paid by farmers, Agricultural Statistics 1999
5 year average price by region of prices paid by farmers, Agricultural Prices 1998

Nearest-market bid (high-protein soybean meal) for each region according to Feedstuffs Magazine, March 27th, 2000
IA (Minneapolis)
NC (Okeechobee)
OK (KC)
Nearest-market bid for each region according to Feedstuffs Magazine, March 27th, 2000
IA (Minneapolis)
NC (Okeechobee)
OK (Ft. Worth)
Independent bid provided by Heartland Lysine - 20,000kg lots FOD
IA (Prince Agri Products, Inc. - Quincy, IL»
NC (No response from independent vendor - used average of other vendor bids)
OK (Bill Barr & Co., Inc. - Lenexa, KS)
Nearest-market bid (choice white grease) for each region according to Feedstuffs Magazine, March 27th, 2000
IA (Minneapolis)
NC (Memphis)
OK (Memphis)
Nearest-market bid for each region according to Feedstuffs Magazine, March 27th, 2000
IA (KC)
NC (KC)
OK (KC)
Independent bid provided by Sunrise feeds, Cheyenne, Oklahoma
Independent bid provided by Sunrise feeds, Cheyenne. Oklahoma
Independent bid provided by Sunrise feeds, Cheyenne, Oklahoma
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Modification of Labor Costs Labor costs are difficult to estimate for modeled

-

operations such as these due to a nwnber of factors. In many cases, unpaid family labor

may be used, which would not be recorded in financial records for the fann. In other

cases, workers may receive an annual salary and benefit package not based on the

throughput of the farm during that time period, In still other instances, farm or personal

financial information may be proprietary and unavailable for review.

In spite of these considerations, some attempts at labor use and costs for large-

scale swine production operations have been made, and the labor cost estimates used in

this research reflect a synthesis of these findings. In their respective work regarding

swine production costs, both Lazarus and Zering, respectively, estimated the overall cost

of labor for operations comparable to those modeled in this research. Their estimates

were averaged to set a figure for the amount of labor required per sow in the farrow-to-

feeder and farrow-to-finish operations, or per head in the finisher operations.

Since working with pigs in the breeding, gestation, farrowing, and nursery

portions of the operations can be more complicated, it was expected that there would be a

differential between wages for workers in each of these areas. The wage figures found in

the work of Lazarus and Zering were averaged to find a base wage rate for workers in

farrowing, nursery, and finisher operations. These base rates were then modified using a

regional wage adjustment matrix (based on the 1998 annual average wage for fann

laborers), in a manner similar to the adjustment of feedstuffs. Table 3-6 presents the

regional labor matrix. Missouri and Minnesota are included in the matrix to

accommodate the use of labor figures from those states in calculating the average wage

rates which were then adapted to the modeled regions.
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Modeling of Waste Management Costs The Departments of Agricultural

Economics and Agricultural Engineering at both Oklahoma State University and the

University ofMissouri recently worked jointly to develop a computer program that could

easily and accurately estimate the costs of waste management for specified types of swine

production operations. The result of these efforts is the Swine Waste Management

Program (SWMP), and this program was used in this research tb model the waste

management technologies likely to be employed by the modeled swine production

operations.

Table 3-6

Regional Adjustment Matrix for Labor Costs

Row as percent of state column heading's annual average fann labor wage rate

Source: 1998 Agricultural Statistics, USDA

Missouri Iowa North Carolina Oklahoma Minnesota

124.86%
96.96%
121.06%

100.00% 112.09% 115.61 % 92.59%
112.09% 115.61% 92.59%

103.14% 82.60%
80.09%

89.21%
86.50%
108.01%

100.00%
89.21 %
86.50%
108.01%

Missouri
Iowa
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Minnesota

The SWMP requires a number of inputs to be provided by the operator, including

the one-time swine capacity of the operation, the specific scope of the operation

(farrowing, nursery, finishing, or a combination of these enterprises, etc.), details

regarding the flow of animals through the operation, the type of waste management
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system employed, available cropland, type of crops, and yield goals. Drawing on large

arrays of climatic data, engineering algorithms, and cost estimates, this program provides

as output the estimated cost of waste management for the given facility on a per-unit-of-

capacity basis.

Modification of Other Costs Combined feed and labor costs accounted for

between 75.3% and 81.7% of total variable costs in the modeled farrow to feeder

operations, 76.9% and 82.7% in the modeled farrow to finish operations, and 77.0% to

83.7% in the modeled finisher operations (after costs ofpurchasing feeder pigs). While

these costs were important, attention was paid to the other cost components of the

modeled operations as well. With the exception of the cost of utilities, which were easily

modified from Census of Agriculture data in a manner similar to the indexing of feed and

labor costs, most of the remaining items in the enterprise budgets were left at their levels

in the Missouri budget model. Some, like animal health, breeding costs, insurance,

repairs, and pork check-off were believed to be reasonably consistent regardless of the

operation's locations. Others, such as taxes and fuel, oil, & gasoline, were thought to be

so highly location-specific as to be impractical to modify relative to their importance for

the overall costs ofproduction.

Establishment of Hypothesized Regulations

After establishing the modeled operations, it was then necessary to establish a set

of hypothesized regulations which would then be imposed on them. The following

section details both how the hypothesized regulations were established and how their

impacts on the modeled operations would be measured.
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Selection of Hypothesized Regulations Admittedly, predicting the

movements ofpolitical forces at both the federal and state level is a daunting task for the

most seasoned analyst, and there is little in the way of objective, quantitative means of

forecasting such phenomena However, polling is a frequently used method for

"gauging" the sentiments of policy makers. TIris method, combined with a thorough

understanding of the issues at hand, can help one predict what legislative proposals may

be likely in the near future. A combination of such polling (of sorts) and situational

analysis was used in the course of this research, as detailed below.

amount of regulatory attention paid to CAFOs and the animal wastes they produce. Since

The CAFO Regulatory Environment Recent years have seen a surge in the

..
the growth in the prominence of these operations has been so sudden, many state

legislatures and state regulatory agencies have struggled to update previously existing

laws or to create entirely new ones. Dealing with such a specialized issue can pose

problems for legislative officials who may not have experience in agricultural production

or environmental science.

In the past, the majority of Americans (and legislators) were from an agricultural

background, or were no more than a generation removed from such experience. As the

nation grows increasingly urban, however, the same no longer holds true, and an

increasing proportion of legislators no longer have any personal experience with animal

or crop production practices. In regard to environmental science, it is also difficult to

find legislators with experience in the area unless they have worked in the discipline prior

to their current vocation. The result of these factors is an increasing reliance upon

consulting groups to provide recommendations regarding possible regulatory responses to
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issues, and to estimate their probable effects of those responses. For example, in

Oklahoma, legislators have consulted with the Natural Resources Conservation Service

(NRCS) for technical advice regarding the CAFO issue, directly incorporating some

NRCS guidelines into legislation (OCAFOA cite). The faculty and staff of land-grant

universities and the Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service

(CSREES) have also played a ro]e in the fonnation of CAPO regulations, providing

similar guidance regarding the technical implications of such regulations.

These conditions lead to a number of CSREES staff providing technical

assistance to other government agencies and legislators as they examine possible

regulatory amendments and their changes. Bearing this in mind, a number of such staff

from the University of Missouri and Oklahoma State University, along with stafffrom

the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture (the Oklahoma state agency with regulatory

authority over CAFO operations) were contacted in the preliminary phases of this

research and asked to give their perspectives on likely regulatory changes in the next five

years with regard to swine-producing CAFOs.

The overwhelming majority of these experts agreed that phosphorous limitations

were quite likely, as a follow-up to the nitrogen restrictions in place for many states.

These experts also believed that concerns about groundwater quality and odor would lead

to the elimination of animal wastes' surface application, restricting land application of

such wastes to sub-surface injection, incorporation, or underground irrigation systems.

Furthennore, following a series of stories covered in newspapers and television regarding

accidents involving lagoons and their leaks or failures, they also assigned a high

likelihood to the elimination of lagoons as a waste storage system.
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Recent Legislative Initiatives The veracity of these predictions was proved early

in the 2000 session of the Oklahoma Legislature. Senate Bill 1051 during year's session

called for the elimination of lagoons as a waste storage device by the year 2005. This

measure would also prohibit the surface application of animal wastes by 2005 as well.

Although the measure was never reported out ofcommittee, its introduction lends

credence to the perception that increasingly strict CAFO regulations are a very real

possibility.

Hypothesized Regulations and their Implications A set of three regulations

were chosen and imposed as a group on the modeled operations. Each of these

regulations carries a number of implications for the farms who seek to comply with them.

Specifically, they were:

1) The elimination of lagoons as a waste storage system

2) The prohibition of surface application ofanimal wastes

3) The restriction ofwaste application based on the phosphorous removal rate of

the relevant crop.

Under the lagoon elimination regulation, producers would have to find a new

waste storage and treatment technology. The NRCS definition of a lagoon is "an

impoundment made by excavation or earth-fill for biological treatment of animal or other

agricultural waste... [to] biologically treat waste such as manure and wastewater, as a

function of a planned waste management system." Thus, the elimination of lagoons

would force producers to seek some other method of waste storage and treatment.

Among their options would be concrete tanks, steel tanks, or deep-pit in-house waste

storage.
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The second regulation, eliminating the surface application of animal wastes,

would compel producers to either find alternative methods of land application or

eliminate it altogether. If the producers chose to continue in land application, they could

use sub-surface injection technology with drag-hose implements or tank wagons.

Alternatively, they could use a sub-surface irrigation system. If, on the other hand, the

producers chose to eliminate surface application of wastes, they would have to remove

the liquid components of the waste, presumably by some method of evaporation. The

result of this process would be a residue of waste solids, which would then have to be

disposed of in a manner reminiscent of hazardous biological waste.

The restriction of waste application to the phosphorous removal capability of the

given crop will hold different meanings for different producers. based on the crops that

receive their animal wastes. If producer crops remove a sufficient amount of

phosphorous each year, the producer could continue to apply such wastes on their initial

land area. If, however, the initial crop acreage cannot remove all the phosphorous

applied by waste, the producer must either find a more phosphorous-intensive crop or

acquire more land area to receive the waste. Alternatively, another agricultural operator

willing to receive the waste for application to their crops would have to be found, or the

waste would have to be disposed of as an biologic waste product.

Methods for Forecasting Producer Response to Hypothesized Regulations

Ideally, one would like to fonn a comprehensive model to simulate all available

technologies from which a swine producer could choose in order to comply with the

hypothesized regulations. While such a model was beyond the scope of this project, a

sample of available waste management technologies was evaluated, and each
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alternative's cost calculated to determine the most cost-efficient response for each

modeled operation. To limit the field of possible alternative waste management systems

for each modeled operation, the baseline scenario (inasmuch as waste management

practices and technologies were concerned) was considered, along with the readily

available alternative technologies that a producer might reasonably consider for

implementation.

In the sections that follow, the baseline conditions in each state are discussed,

along with the chosen alternative system to be implemented in response to the proposed

regulations. Unless otherwise stated, all modeled operations in the state (farrow to

feeder, farrow to finish, and finisher) all used identical waste management technologies,

with the only differences among them being those of scale.

Adaptation of Oklahoma Operations

Consultation with experts and producers in Oklahoma indicated that a

representative waste management system for Texas County would center around an

anaerobic treatment lagoon, with land application of effluent accomplished through the

previously mentioned center pivot system. In-house waste management would be

accomplished through fully slatted houses using a pit recharge system that utilized both

fresh water and recycled effluent from the treatment lagoon.

The land application of wastes under both the baseline and alternative conditions

would be made to a crop mix of wheat, grain sorghwn, and com. Specifically, the crop

mix for the Oklahoma operation included 320 acres of wheat, 120 acres of grain

sorghum, and 120 acres of com, for a total of 640 acres. However, since the land was

irrigated utilizing center pivot systems, the effective cropland acreages of the crops were
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256 acres of wheat, and 128 acres for grain sorghum, and 128 acres ofcorn. It should be

noted that, using the drag-hose system employed under the alternative waste management

system, the entire acreages of the fields could have been cultivated. However, it was

presumed that the fann operators would confine cultivation efforts to those areas of the

fields that could still benefit from the irrigation provided by the center pivot systems.

The yield goals for each crop were 41.9 bushels per acre for wheat, 85.9 bushels per acre

for grain sorghum, and 174.9 bushels per acre for com.

Texas County's annual rainfall is considerably exceeded by its annual evaporative

potential. As a result, all the modeled Oklahoma operations would have to actually add

freshwater to their lagoons to maintain a viable treatment depth. While this posed a

challenge to the baseline systems, it would prove to be an asset to the alternative systems.

In order to comply with the hypothesized regulations, the modeled Oklahoma

Operations would need to make a number of modifications. Consultation with experts

and some preliminary runs of the SWMP indicated that the best alternative setup would

be the construction of cement above -ground storage tanks. To accommodate the new

storage system, pig houses would utilize scraper systems to evacuate wastes. Waste

would be applied through the use of drag-hose: systems.

The Oklahoma Panhandle is noted for its relatively sparse rainfall, which leads to

the prevalence of irrigation systems among its crop production operations. These

systems are so widespread (especially in Texas County) that the modeled Oklahoma

swine production operations were assumed to have such a system prior to the

introduction of the swine enterprise to the farm. As a result, it was specified in the

SWMP parameters that the Oklahoma operations (farrow to feeder, farrow to finish, and
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fInisher) would only be charged 10% of the operating costs of the imgation system and

transfer piping, since such a system wouJd have been in place regardless of the presence

of a swine production operation on the given farm.

Adaptation ofNorth Carolina Operations

The baseline systems for the North Carolina operations was, in many respects,

very much like that of Oklahoma's operations, given the similarities in their current waste

management technologies. Again, in house waste management was accomplished using

pit recharge systems using both fresh water and recycled effluent. Waste storage and

treatment was accomplished through the use of an anaerobic lagoon. The primary

difference between the North Carolina operations and Oklahoma was found in their waste

application systems. In North Carolina, travelling irrigation guns (commonly referred to

as "big guns") are used to apply effluent from the lagoon to cropland. Under both

baseline and alternative conditions. the crop base used for the North Carolina operations

consisted of 120 acres of bermudagrass with a yield goal of eight tons per acre.

Using a procedure similar to that of Oklahoma, it was determined that the

alternative system for North Carolina under the new regulations would also be very

similar to Oklahoma's; in fact, it was virtually identical. A cement above-ground storage

tank would be used for waste storage, with scrapers used as the method of in-house waste

management. The application of wastes to cropland would be accomplished via a drag-

hose injection system.
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Adaptation of Iowa Operations

The modeled operations in Iowa would require very little modification, if any, to

come into compliance with the lagoon elimination and surface application elimination

requirements. Although lagoons are used by some Iowa swine production operations,

that use has been severely curtailed by current Iowa legislation. Thus, they were not

included in the setup of the modeled operation. Instead, cement above-ground tanks were

used in the baseline and alternative scenarios as the waste storage system for the Iowa

operations. Similarly, state regulations require incorporation of wastes into the soil, and

thus, subsurface injection is commonplace. Again, in both the baseline and alternative

situations, haul-tankers were used as the land-application system for all the Iowa

operations, since this was deemed the most common means of waste application by those

experts consulted, and the savings to be had under the alternative conditions by switching

to drag-hose applicators were exceedingly small.

Consultation with experts indicated that the most common crop system to receive

wastes from a swine production operation would consist of a com/soybean rotation.

Waste would be applied to the com crop one year, and then a soybean crop would be

planted in the following year. Since the SWMP was designed to make calculations bac;e

on a one-year cycle, however, it was decided to divide the crop area in two and plant each

crop on half of the acreage. Thus, the crop base for each Iowa operation consisted of 160

acres of com with a yield goal of 149.9 bushels per acre and 160 acres of soybeans with a

yield goal of 50.5 bushels per acre.
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Analytic Methods to Evaluate Impacts of Hypothetical Regulations

After preparing the baseline configurations of the modeled operations and running

the SWMP for both the baseline scenarios and the scenarios imposing the hypothesized

regulations, the output of the SWMP was examined to determine the impacts of the

regulations on the costs ofwaste management. These costs can be broken into three

major components: the cost of acquiring land to receive waste in excess of the current

land base's nutrient uptake capacity, the cost of capital modifications to the physical plant

of the operation, and the costs of annual operations needed to remain in compliance with

the regulations.

Analysis of Land Requirements

The most easily analyzed results from the SWMP are the land requirements for

the amount of waste produced by the given operation. The SWMP will flag an operation

if a crop acreage with the specified crops and yield goal will not be able to utilize the

amount ofnutrients provided by the animal wastes. Thus, the amount of additional land

needed would be that acreage of the given crop needed to utilize the remainder of the

waste. To determine how much additional land would be required for each operation to

meet the crop-removal standard, multiple iterations of the SWMP (with increasing

cropland acreages) were conducted until the program determined that all the waste had

been safely applied.
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Analysis of Capital Requirements for Operation Modifications

Another output provided by the SWMP is a calculation of the capital needed to

construct and install alternative waste management technologies. As a result, one can

calculate the amount ofcapital that an operation would need to acquire (either from

equity sources or by borrowing) to implement a given alternative technology. The capital

requirements of implementing an alternative waste management technology may be

crucial to a swine producer. Even if the fixed costs of the new assets associated with the

system can be spread over a number of head sold, the need to implement the new

technology could come a time when the financial assets of the producer are stretched

thin, such as the hog price crisis of 1999. In such an event, the producer might not have

any other alternative than to cease operations.

There are two principal capital requirements in the analysis of the response

scenarios examined in this research. For Oklahoma and North Carolina operations, there

will be the expense of shutting down a lagoon (the reader will recall that Iowa's baseline

operations use a cement above ground tank for waste storage). To estimate the costs of

lagoon closure for the modeled operations, CAFO licensing applications submitted to the

Oklahoma Department of Agriculture were examined (which must include provisions for

a lagoon shutdown procedure), and an average cost of lagoon shutdown per unit volume

was calculated, then adapted to the respective modeled operations using the same

regional construction cost indices employed to modify building costs for the operations.

The second component is the creation of a new waste management system. The

SWMP incorporates the "opportunity cost" of the capital entailed in the waste
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management system as part of the annual operating expense of each system component;

the total investment required will also be presented separately.

Analysis of Compliance Impacts on Annual Operating Costs

Finally, the SWMP also provides infonnation regarding the annual operating

costs of the waste management system, placed on a cost-per-pig,.space basis. This

infonnation is synthesized by the program and provided as a separate output for the user.

This can be taken as a line-item that can be added to the operation's enterprise budget.

This infonnation is particularly valuable for rapid analysis of the effects of a shift in

waste management costs coupled with given market fluctuations. Once the costs of waste

management have been incorporated into the enterprise budget and a breakeven cost has

been calculated, one need only compare the breakeven with the current market price to

detennine the short-run profitability of the operation. This type of measure is easily

understood, even by those with little experience in the industry, and can be used to

quickly demonstrate the impact of further regulations.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Introduction to Results

This chapter will present the results of the interface between the SWMP program

and the University of Missouri Swine Production Budgeting program. A baseline

scenario was run for each modeled operation. The hypothesized regulations were then

imposed on the operation, the needed technological and management changes made, and

a new scenario run for each model. Since it would be somewhat cwnbersome to the

reader to present the computer output for each of these model runs in this chapter, they

have been included in Appendix I. Additionally, the basic crop and waste generation

characteristics of the modeled operations may be found in Table 4-1.

Baseline Costs for Farrow to Feeder Operations

The following section will present the costs of the baseline systems for the

modeled farrow to feeder operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa. The

particular waste management systems. structures, and procedures used to calculate the

costs of these baseline operations were determined through consultation with Cooperative

Extension service staff from each of the represented states. The tables included in this

chapter present details of the costs of waste management for each modeled farrow to
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Table 4-1

Crop and Waste Removal Characteristics of Modeled Operations

,

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa

-...I
00

Total Farm Size

Total Cropland Acreage

Crops Selected

Crop Acreages

Crop Yield Goals

Nitrogen Removal Capacities (Ibs)

Phosphorous Removal Capacities (Ibs)

Potassium Removal Capacities (Ibs)

Farrow to Feeder Operat ions

Nitrogen Generated by Operation (Ibs)
Phosphorous Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Potassium Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Farrow to Finish Operations

Nitrogen Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Phosphorous Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Potassium Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Finisher Operations

Nitrogen Generated by Operation (Ibs)

Phosphorous Generated by Operation (Ibs)
Potassium Generated by Operation (Ibs)

380 acres

320 acres

Wheat

Grain Sorghum

Corn

Wheat

Grain Sorghum

Corn

Wheat

Grain Sorghum

Com

Wheat

Grain Sorghum

Corn

Wheat

Grain Sorghum

Corn

Wheal

Grain Sorghum

Com

5,424

10,119

24,515

16.723

31.677
68,008

4,741

9.046
18.249

320

160

160

-11.9 bu/ac

85.9 bu/ac
174.9 bu/ac

16.736
12.848

25,232

11,424

6,352

10.048

5.024

3,872

7,520

200 acres

120 acres

Bermudagrass

Bermudagrass

Bermudagrass

Bermudagrass

Berrnudagrass

Bemludagrass

10,826

10.119
24,515

33,352

31,677
68,008

9,452

9.046

18.249

120

8lons/ae

36,096

8.352

32,256

380 acres

320 acrcs
Com
Soybeans

Com

Soybeans

Corn

Soybeans

Com

Soybeans

Com

Soybeans

Corn

Soybeans

37,318

45,535

40,115

114.973
142,547

111,286

32,583
40,705

29.862

160

160

149.9 bu/ac

50.5 bu/ac

21,616

30,304

8.608
7,104

6,448

11,056
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feeder operation, along with comparisons between the operations in the represented

states. Specifically, Table 4-2 presents the enterprise budgets for the baseline versions of

the modeled farrow to feeder operations, and Table 4-3 displays the general

specifications and expenses of the operations' waste management systems, while

Table 4-4 shows the initial investment costs for each operations' waste management

system.

Oklahoma Farrow to Feeder Operation

Enterprise Costs Overall, the Oklahoma farrow to feeder operation had the

second lowest cost of production. As was the case with all the farrow to feeder

operations, feed was the single largest cost component, and accounted for 60.5% of the

total variable costs ofthe Oklahoma operation. On a per head basis. Oklahoma's feed

costs were $0.10 less expensive than North Carolina, but still $1.77 more than Iowa. In

other areas not held constant across states, the Oklahoma farrow to feeder operation

compared favorably with Iowa and North Carolina. with lower labor costs ($5.62 per

head), and utilities that were less expensive than North Carolina but slightly more

expensive than Iowa. In the base scenario, Oklahoma had the second-lowest breakeven

cost per hundredweight, at $36.51.

Waste Management Costs The initial investment in the Oklahoma farrow to

feeder operation's waste management system was $137,365, and the annual operating

costs were $32,349 when one accounts for the value of fertilizer ($1,392) recovered by

the operation from waste application. This gave the Oklahoma operation
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Table 4-2

Enterprise Budget Comparison for Baseline Farrow to Feeder
Operations in Oklahoma. North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa
VARJABLE COSTS (per head) (per head) (per head)

Feed Costs

Feeder Hogs $9.41 $9.35 $8.50
Breeding Stock $7.60 $7.76 $6.74

TOTAL FEED COSTSIHEAD MARKETED $17.01 $17.11 $15.24

OTHER VARJABLE COSTS HEAD HEAD HEAD

Animal Health $2.34 $2.34 $2.34

Breeding Costs $0.37 $0.37 $0.37
~

Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.74 $0.74 $0.74 ,It.
Insurance $0.07 $0.07 $0.07 " ..
Hired Labor $5.6:2

..
$4.64 $5.37 E

Repairs SU5 SU5 SI.15 E'
Taxes $0.06 $0.06 $0.06 ~

t
Utilities $0.29 $0.40 $0.28 'I C
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19 ..
Waste Management $1.24 $1.49 $l.71

I C..
':1..,

TOTAL OTHER VARJABLE COSTS $11.09 $12.43 $12.28 :l..
TOTAL FEED COSTS $17.01 S17.11 $15.24 'II

::..
PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN BEFORE $28.10 $29.53 $27.52 ' ,..
DEPRECIATION & INTEREST '..

'...
Depreciation $7.49 $7.54 $7.57

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $35.59 $37.08 $35.09

Line of Credit Interest $0.10 SO.31 $0.09

Interest on Term Debt SO.82 SO.84 $0.84

TOTALBREAKEVEN S36.51 $38.22 $36.02

BREAKEVEN WIO WASTE MGMT. $35.27 $36.73 $34.3]
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Table 4-3

Cost Comparison for Baseline Farrow to Feeder Operations in
Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

North
Cost Component Oklahoma Carolina Iowa
Initial Investment Cost $137,365 $) 77,635 $278,967

Annual Operation Costs
Waste Storage $23,444 $28,205 $36,391
Application System $1,910 $7,139 $14,070
Fresh Water $8,387 $6,276 $4,936
Cost Defore Fertilizer Credit $33,742 $41,620 $55,396

00 Fertilizer Credit -$1,392 -$2,771 -$10,817
Total Annual Cost $32,349 $38,849 $44,579

Waste Management Costs / hd $1.24 $1.49 $1.71
Waste Management Costs / cwt $2.17 $2.61 $2.65
Waste Management Costs / litter $11.44 $13.73 $13.94

Average Daily Inventory (head) 4,281 4,281 4,281
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet) 848,497 870,904 222,505

Waste Storage System - Type Anaerobic Lagoon Anaerobic Lagoon Above-ground tank

Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet) 1.343,559 1,562,149 269,750

Land Application System - Type Center Pivot Irrigation Traveling Gun Irrigation Haul-tanker wagon

Land Application System - Volume Applied
(acre inches) 33.9 67.0 55.3
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Table 4-4

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for Baseline Farrow to Feeder
Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

..

Oklahoma
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon (3.58 acres @ $511/ac)
Lagoon Construction (l ,343,559 fe @ $0.07/ft3

)

Lagoon Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Center Pivot System
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

North Carolina
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon (4.06 acres @ $2,305/ac)
Lagoon Cosntruction (1,562,149 ft3 @ $0.07/ft3

)

Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Hose Traveler
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

Iowa
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (0.84 acres @ $2.428/ac)
Cement Above-Ground Tank Construction (269750 ft3 @ $0.56/ft3)
Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-Tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

82

$1.830
$97.547
$18,017

$3.608
$1.416
$2,791
$2.136
$3,080
$6.100

$840
$137,365

$9,373
$104,618

$18.017
$26,080

$1,098
$5.261
$3,169
$3.080
$6.100

$840
$177,635

$2,034
$163,394

$43,767
$7,000

$16.460
$36.292

$3,080
$6,100

$840
$278,967
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the lowest annual waste management costs among all modeled farrow to feeder

operations, with annual operating expenses of $1.24 per feeder pig sold.

The waste management system of the Oklahoma farrow to feeder operation owes

its comparatively lower costs to a number of factors. The per-acre cost of land for the 3.6

acre lagoon's construction was significantly lower than land for the other systems - $511

in Oklahoma, compared to $2,305 in North Carolina and $2.428 in Iowa. Construction

costs in Oklahoma were also favorable compared to Iowa, and slightly higher than North

Carolina. The RS Means Construction Cost Index, used to adjust the costs of

construction based on regional location, was 85.6 for Texas County, Oklahoma; 81.5 for

Duplin County, North Carolina; and 93.4 for Sioux County, IA.

The lower costs of waste application also provide Oklahoma with lower overall

waste management expenses. The annual costs associated with the operation of the waste

application system (interest, depreciation on equipment, energy, etc.) totaled to $1,910

for the Oklahoma operation. However, a good portion of the difference between

Oklahoma's waste application costs and those of other states can be attributed to the 10%

charge ofwaste application equipment assumed. If 100% of these costs were attributed

to the operation, it would then be slightly more expensive than the North Carolina

operation. For more detail regarding the annual costs of the Oklahoma farrow to feeder

operation, refer to Table 4-5.

The one factor that detracted from Oklahoma's cost advantage was the cost of

fresh water for the waste management system. The cost of providing fresh water was

appreciable for all Oklahoma baseline operations, as shown in Table 4-6. The total

annual expense for this item was $8,387, significantly more than either the North
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Table 4-5

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Oklahoma Farrow to Feeder Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Maintenance and Repair for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$273
$14537

$293
$2.685
$5,160

$497
$23,444

$448
$150

$1
$719
$167
$199
$218

$7
$1,910

$1,493
$183

$6,711
$8,387

-$1.392
$32.349
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* System specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge

Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon
Land Application System: Center-pivot Irrigation
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Table 4-6

Freshwater Requirements for Modeled Operations' Waste Management
Systems in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Baseline Operations
Farrow to Feeder
Farrow to Finish
Finisher

Modified Operations
Farrow to Feeder
Farrow to Finish
Finisher
(All amounts in cubic feet)

Oklahoma
5,766,651
14,120,073
3,849,039

89,081
231,244
59,649

North Carolina
5,306,155
12,766.039
3,130,021

89,081
231,244
59,649

Iowa
89,081

231,244
59,649

89,081
231,244
59,649

...
,I ..
, I ~
, I"
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Carolina or Iowa operations. This can be attributed to the need of the Oklahoma lagoon

for additional fresh water to replace water removed through evaporation. Since

evaporation exceeds rainfall in the Oklahoma Panhandle, fresh water must be added to

lagoons to maintain the appropriate treatment depth for anaerobic processing of effluent.

As a result, nearly 460,500 cubic feet of fresh water are added to the requirements of the

Oklahoma operation. Thus, in order to meet the needs of the animals, to operate the pit-

recharge system, and to keep the lagoon at acceptable levels (given the net loss of water

from the lagoon due to evaporation), a total of 924,641 cubic feet of water was required

per year for the operation. The energy costs associated with providing this amount of

water, combined with the annual interest, maintenance, and repair costs of the water

pumping system, amounted to $8,387. The reader will note that North Carolina and Iowa

(both of which receive rainfall in excess of evaporation) have much lower water costs.
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North Carolina Farrow to Feeder Operation

Enterprise Costs North Carolina had the highest breakeven price of the three

states examined, but not by a great margin. Prior to the introduction of the waste

management cost component, the breakeven price for the North Carolina farrow to feeder

was $36.73 per head. The gap between the before-waste-management breakeven costs of

Iowa and Oklahoma was $0.96 on a per head basis, while the gap between Oklahoma and

North Carolina was $1.46. In each of the differential cost factors (feed, labor, and

utilities), North Carolina had the highest costs of all three states. though it is interesting to

note that their per head feed costs, at $ 17.11, were only $0.10 more than Oklahoma.

Waste Management Costs The initial investment in the North Carolina farrow

to feeder operation's waste management system was $177,635, roughly $40,000 mor,e

than Oklahoma and $101,000 cheaper than Iowa. Accounting for the value of recovered

fertilizer, the annual waste management costs for the North Carolina operation were

$38,849, or $1.49 per feeder pig sold.

The expenses of the North Carolina system wcre between those of the Oklahoma

operation and the Iowa operation, in every category. While the greater rainfall amounts

received by the Duplin County, North Carolina area relative to Texas County, Oklahoma,

dictated a larger lagoon, and the cost of land was higher than in Oklahoma, the lower

Means Construction Cost Index for the area mitigated these factors slightly. Overall, the

annual costs of maintaining and operating the lagoon were $28,205.

The travelling gun application system specified for waste application was more

expensive than the Oklahoma center pivot system, but this was due to the reduced charge

of waste application systems to the swine enterprise on the part of Oklahoma. Had the
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Oklahoma swine enterprise been charged for the full cost of its waste application system,

the North Carolina system would have been $644 cheaper on an annual basis.

The costs of providing fresh water to the operation, $6,276, were slightly less than

Oklahoma, given the higher rainfall and lower evaporation. Since rainfall at the North

Carolina operation exceeded evaporation, no additional freshwater had to be added to the

lagoon; only drinking water and wash water were required.

After the introduction of the waste management cost component, the North

Carolina farrow to feeder operation still had the highest breakeven price, at $38.22 per

hundredweight before waste management costs. Table 4-7 presents the annual costs of

waste management for the North Carolina farrow to fe·eder operation in more detail.

Iowa Farrow to Feeder Operation

The Iowa farrow to feeder operation was located near Sioux Center, in Sioux

County, found in the northwest portion of the state.

Enterprise Costs The advantage with regards to lower costs of production

seemed to bounce back and forth between Iowa and Oklahoma, with Iowa holding a

distinct advantage in feed costs per head ($15.24, compared to Oklahoma's $0.49) and a

smaller advantage in utilities. Oklahoma posed lower costs for hired labor and waste

management. Still, overall, Iowa had the lowest breakeven price prior to the introduction

of waste management costs, at $36.02, leading Oklahoma by $0.49 per hundredweight.

Waste Management Costs The initial investment in the Iowa operation totals

$278,967 and is mostly comprised ofthe construction costs of the cement above-ground

tank. When the value of recovered fertilizer is acknowledged, the annual costs of waste

management are $44,579 or $1.71 per feeder pig sold.
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Table 4-7

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
North Carolina Farrow to Feeder Operation

e

$1.,493
$183

$4,600------
$6,276

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Hose Traveler
Maintenance and Repair for Hose Traveler
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Traveling Gun Irrigation Sytem
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells. Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Annual
Cost

$1.397
$15.591

$314
$2.685
$7,721

$497
$28,205

$3.707
$1,304

$53
$1,234

$316
$351
$169

$5
$7,139

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

-$2,771
$38.849

In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge
Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon

Land Application System: Traveling-gun Irrigation
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At virtually every level, the Iowa waste management system is more intensive in

terms of either fmancial or human capital, or both. The costs inherent to the cement

storage tank account for the higher costs of waste storage for the Iowa operation relative

to its Oklahoma and North Carolina counterparts. The use of haul tankers for waste

application requires vastly more labor than the irrigation systems employed by Oklahoma

and North Carolina. The only cost dimension in which the Iowa system was not the most

expensive was the cost of fresh water. Since the storage tank need not maintain a given

treatment depth (and since annual rainfall in Sioux County exceeds annual evaporation),

no additional water beyond drinking and washing requirements is needed.

Given the corn/soybean rotation's ability to utilize the nutrients provided by the

swine enterprise, the Iowa operation enjoys a large fertilizer credit of$1 0,817, without

which the costs of waste management would be $55,396. After the introduction of waste

management costs, the Iowa farrow to feeder had a breakeven price of $36.02 per head,

letting it retain its position as lowest-cost among the farrow to feeder operations. The

introduction of waste management costs to the respective Iowa and Oklahoma swine

enterprise budgets actually closed the gap between the two, from $0.96 prior to waste

management, to $0.49 afterward, a narrowing of$0.47. For more information regarding

the Iowa farrow to feeder operation's annual waste management costs, consult Table 4-8.

Baseline Costs for Farrow to Finish Operations

The following section will present the costs of the baseline setups for the modeled

farrow to finish operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa. As in the case of the

farrow to feeder operations, the waste management systems, structures, and procedures

used to calculate the costs of these baseline operations were determined through
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Table 4-8

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Iowa Farrow to Feeder Operations*

::
;....
::

Annual
Cost

$1,493
$183

$3.260

$2.453
$791

$1,612
$4,701

$610
$2,495
$1,345

$63
$14,070

$303
$24.351

$490
$5,409

$669
$5.169

$36391

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-gmund Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal $4.936

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit -$10,817
Total Annual Operating Costs $44,579

* System specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Gmund Tank
Land Application System: Haul-Tanker Wagon
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consultation with Cooperative Extension service staff from each of the represented states,

and staff on campus at Oklahoma State University.

The respective enterprise budgets for the modeled baseline farrow to finish

operations can be found in Table 4-9, with their general waste management system

specifications and costs shown in Table 4-10, and initial investment costs presented in

Table 4-11.

Oklahoma Farrow to Finish Operation

Enterprise Costs As was the case with the farrow to feeder operations,

Oklahoma again had the second-lowest costs of it's counterparts, with a total breakeven

price of $31.59 per hundredweight. The feed cost component did a great deal to

contribute to the gap between Oklahoma and the least-cost operation, Iowa. Oklahoma's

feed costs were $20.24 per hundredweight, while Iowa's were $18.02, a difference of

gap was narrowed, however, by Oklahoma's advantages in hired labor costs.

$2.22. Iowa also had a slightly lower utilities charge, by $0.03 per hundredweight. This

Waste Management Costs The waste management system employed by the

'..,
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Oklahoma farrow to finish operation was identical to that used by the farrow to feeder

operation, with the exception of its scale. The waste system for the farrow to feeder

operation was designed to support a one-time capacity of 4,282 animals, whereas the

farrow to finisher system needed to support 11,862 animals. As a result, the capacity of

many system components had to be more than doubled relative to those of the farrow to

feeder system.

The total investment in the waste management system was $299,860, owing in a

large part to the 9.4 acre anaerobic lagoon needed to accommodate the waste generated
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Table 4-9
Farrow to Finish Enterprise Budget Comparison for
Baseline Farrow to Finish Operations in Oklahoma,

North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma orth Carolina Iowa
(per cwt) (per cwt) (per cwt)

VARlABLE COSTS
Feed Costs

Market Hogs $16.92 $17.35 $15.07
Breeding Stock $3.32 $3.39 $2.95

TOTAL FEED COSTSIHEAD MARKETED $20.24 $20.75 $18.02

OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $/CWT $/CWT $/CWT
Animal Health $0.42 $0.42 $0.42
Breeding Costs $0.16 $0.16 $0.16
Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.23 $0.23 $0.23
Insurance $0.57 $0.57 $0.57
Hired Labor $3.70 $4.32 $4.27
Repairs $0.36 $0.36 $0.36
Taxes $0.12 $0.12 $0.12
Utilities $1.09 $1.49 $1.06
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19
Waste Management $1.22 $1.33 $1.90

TOTAL OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $8.06 $9.19 $9.29
TOTAL FEED COSTS $20.24 $20.75 $18.02

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN BEFORE $28.29 $29.93 $27.31
DEPRECIAnON & fNTEREST

Depreciation $2.50 $2.59 $2.60

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $30.80 $32.52 $29.91

Line of Credit Interest $0.04 $0.08 $0.03
Interest on Terrn Debt $0.75 $0.77 $0.78

TOTAL BREAKEVEN $31.59 $33.37 $30.71

BREAKEVEN WIO WASTE MGMT. $30.37 $32.05 $28.81
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Table 4-10

Cost Comparison for Baseline Farrow to Finish Operations in
Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

North
Cost Component Oklahoma Carolina Iowa
Initial Investment Cost $299,860 $357,372 $645,789

Annual Operation Costs
Waste Storage $54,630 $65,724 $101,230
Application System $2,525 $8,117 $17,666
Fresh Water $20,617 $14,122 $10,496
Cost Before Fertilizer Credit $77,772 $87,963 $129,392
Fertilizer Credit -$5,183 -$8,536 -$15,658
Total Annual Cost $72,589 $79,427 $113,735

\0
w

Waste Management Costs / hd $2.91 $3.16 $4.56
Waste Management Costs / cwt $1.22 $1.32 $1.91
Waste Management Costs / litter $25.66 $27.90 $40.20

Average Daily Inventory (head) 8,878 8,878 8,878
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet) 2,467,977 2,369,649 665,591
Waste Storage System - Type Anaerobic Lagoon Anaerobic Lagoon Above-ground Tank
Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet) 4,079592 4,529,734 781,606

Land Application System - Type Center-pivot Irrigation Traveling Gun Irrigation Haul-tanker wagon
Land Application System - Volume Applied (acre inches) 104.6 178.9 78.R

87.0 acoin remaining



Table 4-11

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for Baseline Farrow to
Finish Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina. and Iowa

Oklahoma
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon (9.40 acres @ $5111ac)
Lagoon Construction (4,079,591 ft3 @ $0.06/ft3)
Lagoon Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Center Pivot System
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

North Carolina
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon (10.3 acres @ $2,305/ac)
Lagoon Cosntruction (4,529,734 ft3 @ $0.06/ft3)
Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Hose Traveler
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

Iowa
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (1.84 acres @ $2,428/ac)
Cement Above-Ground Tank Construction (781,606 fe @ $0.53/ft3

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-Tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

94

$4.802
$251.925
$20,045

$4.468
$4,217
$2.791
$1,592
$3.080
$6,100

$840
$299,860

$23,795
$264,040

$20,045
$26,080
$4,962
$5,261
$3.169
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$357,372

$4.466
$448,875

$52,867
$7,000

$16.460
$106,101

$3,080
$6, I00

$840
$645,789



by the operation. Including the credit for the fertilizer value recovered from waste

application, the annual costs of waste management for the Oklahoma operation were

$72,589, or $1.22 per hundredweight.

Overall, the costs of waste storage and application for the Oklahoma Operation

remained lower than those for North Carolina and Iowa for much the same reasons as

were the case in the farrow to feeder operations. The need of additional water for the

Oklahoma lagoon represented a significant increase in the annual costs of operations,

however. Given the larger size of the lagoon, much more water had to be added to

maintain a viable treatment depth (roughly 1,354,600 cubic feet for the farrow to finish

operation, versus 460,000 cubic feet for the farrow to feeder). This increased the annual

costs of fresh water provision to $20,617 - 146% of the North Carolina freshwater cost

and 196% of the Iowa cost. This cost, combined with the lower fertilizer credit relative

to North Carolina. made Oklahoma slightly more expensive than that state, and but still

less expensive than Iowa. Table 4-12 presents the annual costs of the waste management

system for the Oklahoma operation.

Wnen the costs of waste management are added to the enterprise budget for

Oklahoma, the breakeven price for the operation remains the second-lowest, at $31.59

per hundredweight.

North Carolina Farrow to Finish Operation

Enterprise Costs North Carolina had the highest breakeven price per head,

owing to higher feed costs along every differential cost dimension, although its labor

costs were not much higher than Iowa's. Overall, the breakeven price for the North
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Table 4-12

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Oklahoma Farrow to Finish Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Maintenance and Repair for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$716
$37,54-l

$756
$2,987

$12.130
$497

$54.630

$606
$203

$38
$642
$167
$197
$650

$21
$2.525

$1,493
$183

$18,941
$20.617

-$5.1 83
$72,589

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge

Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon
Land Application System: Center-pivot Irrigation
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Carolina farrow to finisher operation was $33.37 per hundredweight excluding waste

management costs.

Waste Management Costs The total initial investment for the operation was

$357,372, and the annual costs of waste management with the fertilizer credit amounted

to $78,930 - the second lowest of all three farrow to finish operations.

The Oklahoma farrow to finish operation realizes a cost advantage relative to its

North Carolina counterpart in waste storage and application (owing primarily to the fact

that the Oklahoma swine enterprise was charged less than the full cost of the system for

reasons mentioned earlier). The North Carolina operation slightly erodes this advantage

due to its smaller fresh water costs. Furthennore, the North Carolina operation also

received a higher fertilizer credit of$8,536 compared to Oklahoma's credit of $5,929.

Still, these factors were not enough to counterbalance the above-mentioned storage and

application costs, and resulted in higher costs than in Oklahoma.

With the addition of waste management costs to its enterprise budget, the North

Carolina farrow to finish operation had a breakeven price of $33.37 per hundredweight,

leaving it with the highest breakeven price by a margin of $1.78 relative to Oklahoma,

it's closest competitor. The North Carolina baseline farrow to finish operation's annual

waste management costs can be seen in Table 4-13.

Iowa Farrow to Finish Operation

Enterprise Costs Again, Iowa had the lowest breakeven costs of all the modeled

farrow to finish operations, with a total breakeven 0[$30.71 per hundredweight before

waste management costs, $0.88 less than its closest competitor, Oklahoma. As
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Table 4-13

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
North Carolina Farrow to Finish Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Hose Traveler
Maintenance and Repair for Hose Traveler
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$3.546
$39.350

$792
$2,987

$18.552
$497

$65,724

$3.707
$1,304

$132
$1.234

$316
$636
$764

$25
$8.117

$1,493
$183

$12,445
$14.122

-$8.536
$79,427

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge

Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon
Land Application System: Traveling-gun Irrigation
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mentioned above, Iowa had a distinct advantage in lower feed costs, as well as slight

relative savings in utilities.

Waste Management Costs The total initial investment in the waste

management system for the Iowa farrow to fInish operation was $645,789, and after

accounting for the value of fertilizer recovered, the annual cost of waste management was

$113,735.

As it was observed in the case of the farrow to feeder operation, the primary

component of waste management costs for the operation stem from the cement storage

tank, which exceeded the costs of storage for either Oklahoma or North Carolina

($101,230 for Iowa, versus $54,630 for Oklahoma and $65.227 for North Carolina). The

cost oflowa's haul-tanker application system had an annual operating cost more than

double that of North Carolina and more than three times that of Oklahoma. Given the

rainfall received by Sioux County, Iowa, however, water costs for the Iowa operation

were comparable to those of North Carolina, and much less than those of Oklahoma.

Iowa also received a greater fertilizer credit than any of the other states at $15,658.

Greater detail regarding the annual waste management costs for the operation can be seen

in Table 4-14.

The introduction of waste management costs into the Iowa farrow to finish

enterprise budget brought its breakeven price to $30.71 per hundredweight, enabling

Iowa to remain the least-cost producer. As was the case, with the farrow to feeder

operations, though, the introduction of waste management costs served to narrow the gap

between Oklahoma and Iowa, from $1.56 per hundredweight before waste costs to $0.88,

a reduction of 44%.
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Tab1e4-14

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Iowa Farrow to Finish Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$666
$66.896

$1,234
$15.812

$2.136
$14,486

$101.230

$2,453
$1,357
$2.258
$5,679

$991
$3,495
$1,345

$89
$17.666

$1,493
$183

$8,820
$10,496

-$15,658
$113,735

....
i
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* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Haul-Tanker Wagon
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It should be noted here that under the baseline conditions, Iowa did not have

enough land to receive all the fertilizer nutrients from the waste generated by the

operation. Indeed, 78.9 acre-inches of waste remained after the nitrogen-removal

capacity of the crop base had been reached. Under such conditions, the Iowa operation

would need to acquire an additional 297 acres of cropland to meet this demand.

Baseline Costs for Finisher Operations

The baseline finisher operations were modeled in the same manner as the farrow

to feeder and farrow to finish operations. The operations' enterprise budgets can be

found in Table 4-15, with general specifications and costs of their waste management

systems displayed in Table 4-16, and their comparative initial investments in Table 4-17.

Oklahoma Finisher Operation

Enterprise Costs Consistent with the farrow to feeder and farrow to finish

operations, the Oklahoma finisher operation had the second-lowest breakeven price of the

modeled operations. Though lagging Iowa by $1.46 per hundredweight in feed costs,

Oklahoma had lower labor costs, and only slightly higher utilities expenses. Without the

addition of waste management costs, the Oklahoma finisher's total breakeven price was

$35.48 per hundredweight (before waste management costs), or $0.93 higher than Iowa

and $0.96 lower than North Carolina.

Waste Management Costs Under these conditions, the total initial investment

cost for the system was $121,475. Total annual costs of waste management, adjusted for

the fertilizer credit, were $26,387, comparable to those of the Oklahoma farrow to feeder

operation. The costs of waste management per market hog sold were $2.52.
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Table 4-15

Enterprise Budget Comparison for Baseline Finisher Operations in
Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa
VARlABLE COSTS (per cwt) (per cwt) (per cwt)
FEED COSTS $12.98 $13.45 $11.52

OTHER VARlABLE COSTS $ICWT $/CWT $ICWT
Animal Health $0.44 $0.44 $0.44
Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.07 $0.07 $0.07
Insurance $0.12 $0.12 $0.12
Hired Labor $0.81 $0.83 $0.94
Repairs $0.11 $0.11 $0.11
Taxes $0.13 $0.13 $0.13
Utilities $0.55 $0.75 $0.53
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19
Waste Management $1.07 $1.30 $1.44
Purchase Feeder Pigs $17.59 $17.59 $17.59

TOTAL OTHER VARlABLE COSTS $21.09 $21.54 $21.57
TOTAL FEED COSTS $12.98 $13.45 $11.52

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN BEFORE $34.07 $34.99 $33.08
DEPRECIATION AND INTEREST

Depreciation $1.11 $1.15 $1.16

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $35.18 $36.14 $34.24

Interest on Term Debt $0.29 $0.29 $0.30
Line of Credit Interest $0.01 $0.01 $0.00

TOTAL BREAKEVEN $35.48 $36.44 $34.55

BREAKEVEN WIO WASTE MGMT. $34.41 $35.14 $33.11
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Table 4-16

Cost Comparison for Baseline Finisher Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Cost Component

Initial Investment Cost
Oklahoma
$121,475

North
Carolina
$162,424

Iowa
$239,784

-o
I..>

Almual Operation Costs
Waste Storage
Application System
Fresh Water
Cost Before Fertilizer Credit
Fertilizer Credit
Total Annual Cost

Waste Management Costs / hd
Waste Management Costs / cwt

$18,959 $22,375 $28,211
$1,536 $7,140 $12,857
$7,108 $4,968 $4,009

$27,603 $34,484 $45,077
-$1,217 -$2.419 -$9,495
$26,387 $32.064 $35,582

$2.52 $3.07 $3.40
$1.07 $1.30 $1.44

Average Daily Inventory (head)
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet)
Waste Storage System - Type
Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet)

3,174
753,839

Anaerobic Lagoon
1,188,246

3,174
773,068

Anaerobic Lagoon
1,388,478

3,174
185,913

Above-ground Tank
214,767

Land Application System - Type Center-pivot Irrigation Traveling Gun Irrigation Haul-tanker Wagon
Land Application System - Volume Applied (acre inches) 29.7 58.8 46.4



Table 4-17

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for Baseline Finisher Operations
in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon ( 3.23 acres @ $511/ac)
Lagoon Construction (1,188,246 ft3 @ $0.07/ft3)

Lagoon Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Center Pivot System
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe
Total Initial Investment

North Carolina
Land for Anaerobic Lagoon (3.68 acres @ $2,305/ac)
Lagoon Cosntruction (1,388,478 fe @ $0.06/ft3

)

Recirculation Pipe, Pumps
Hose Traveler
Buried PVC Pipe
Pumps (to fields)
Motors:pump to field
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe
Total Initial Investment

Iowa
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (0.72 acres @ $2,428/ac)
Cement Above-Ground Tank Construction (214,767 ft3 @ $O.57/ftJ

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-Tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe
Total Initial Investment
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$1.652
$88,784
$13,023

$3.408
$1,008
$2.226
$1,355
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$121,475

$8,486
$95,288
$13,023
$26,080

$1,098
$5.261
$3.169
$3.080
$6,100

$840
$162,424

$1,745
$132,728

$40,099
$7,000

$16,460
$31,731

$3,080
$6,100

$840
$239,784
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The capacity of the finisher operation was smaller than that of the farrow to feeder

operation (with the waste system of the farrow to feeder operation designed for 4,283

animals, and the finisher designed for 3,180), and it required a slightly smaller lagoon

than the farrow to feeder operation. The area of the finisher lagoon was 3.2 acres,

compared to 3.6 for the farrow to feeder operation. It is worthwhile to note here that

while this is an 11.1 % reduction in the size of the lagoon, the difference between the

animal capacity of the farrow to feeder relative to the finisher is 25.8%. This is due to the

fact that finisher pigs, with their higher body mass than the average for a farrow to feeder

operation, and more intensive feed program, produce a greater volwne of waste than

sows or nursery pIgS.

At $18,959, Oklahoma had the lowest costs of waste storage by a margin of

$3,416. The nearest competitor in this category of costs was North Carolina, followed by

Iowa. Again, as was the case with the farrow to feeder and farrow to finish operations,

the pre-existence of the Oklahoma finisher's waste application system gave it the

advantage over the North Carolina and Iowa operations in the area of waste application

costs; Oklahoma's costs for this area were $1,536. Refer to Table 4-18 for more

information regarding the Oklahoma baseline finisher operation's annual waste

management costs.

Also, in a manner reminiscent of the farrow to feeder and farrow to finish

operations, the Oklahoma finisher operation paid well in excess of the other state's

operations for freshwater, again owing to the need for additional water to be added to the

operation's lagoon to maintain a viable treatment depth. In this case, the Oklahoma

finisher lagoon needed 416,302 cubic feet of water added to the lagoon to replace
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Table 4-18

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Oklahoma Finisher Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Maintenance and Repair for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and

Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$246
$13,231

$266
$1,941
$2.916

$358
$18,959

$448
$150

$1
$524
$134
$118
$155

$5
$1,536

$1,493

$183
$5,432
$7,108

-$1.217
$26387

... Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge

Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon
Land Application System: Center-pivot Irrigation
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evaporative losses. The additional costs of providing water (total freshwater costs for the

operation were $7,108), combined with the lower fertilizer credit received by the

operation ($1,581) relative to the other states reduced the comparative advantage gained

by the lower cost of the operation's waste storage and application systems. Nevertheless,

Oklahoma had the lowest costs of all the finisher operations; North Carolina's total

annual costs were $5,678 more than Oklahoma. When the overall waste management

costs were put on a per hundredweight basis, Oklahoma had expenses of $1.07 and North

Carolina had expenses of$1.30 per hog.

The introduction of waste management expenses to the Oklahoma finisher's

enterprise budget led to a breakeven price of $35.48 per hundredweight. This left

Oklahoma with the second-lowest cost of production, $0.93 higher than Iowa, but $0.96

less than North Carolina.

North Carolina Finisher Operation

Enterprise Costs Again, the North Carolina operation had the highest breakeven

price of the modeled finish operations, but not by a great margin. While at a

disadvantage relative to the two other states in feeds and utilities, it did have a slight

advantage ($0.11 per hundredweight) over Iowa in labor costs. In total, the per

hundredweight breakeven price for the finisher operation was $36.44, $0.96 more than

those of Oklahoma, its closest competitor.

Waste Management Costs Again, the waste management system employed by

the North Carolina finisher operation is virtually identical to that of the farrow to feeder

and farrow to finisher operations. Fully slatted houses use pit-recharge flushers to send

wastes to an anaerobic lagoon, effluent from which is applied to crops using a travelling
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gun system. Effluent was also recirculated through the pit-recharge system. The total

initial investment cost for the system was calculated by the SWMP at $162,424. On a per

hundredweight basis, the annual costs of waste management were $1.30 after accounting

for the value of fertilizer.

The area of the lagoon for the finisher operation was 3.7 acres, compared to 4.1

acres of the farrow to feeder lagoon. The annual costs of operating the lagoon were

$22,375, or $3,416 higher than the costs for the Oklahoma finisher. The North Carolina

waste application system was more expensive than its Oklahoma counterpart ($7,140 for

North Carolina, compared to $1,536 for Oklahoma), but one must again bear in mind the

fact that the Oklahoma swine enterprise was not charged for the full cost of the

application system. Had it been, the North Carolina application system would have been

only $328 more expensive. Table 4-19 provides detailed infonnation regarding the

annual waste management costs for the North Carolina baseline finisher operation..

Since additional water was not needed to maintain the treatment depth of the

lagoon, the fresh water costs of the North Carolina operation were modest at $4,968,

compared to Oklahoma's cost of$7,108. Iowa's freshwater costs were slightly lower

than those of North Carolina.

Without the benefit of their fertilizer credits, the North Carolina operation's

annual waste management costs would slightly more than $6,880 per year greater than

those of Oklahoma. However, the North Carolina cropping system was better able to

capitalize on the fertilizer value of the wastes, and received a $2,419 fertilizer credit, thus

placing the total annual costs at the previously mentioned $5,678 lower than Oklahoma.
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Table 4-19

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
North Carolina Finisher Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Land
Principle and Interest for Anaerobic Lagoon Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Anaerobic Lagoon
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Maintenance and Repair for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Labor for Irrigation System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Center-pivot Irrigation System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps. and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$274
$14,915

$286
$1,941
$4.601

$358
$22,375

$3.707
$1.304

$53
$1,234

$316
$352
$169

$5
$7,140

$1,493
$183

$3,292
$4.968

-$2,419
$32.064

• Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Pit-recharge

Waste Storage Structure: Anaerobic Lagoon
Land Application System: Traveling-gun Irrigation
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The addition of waste management costs to the North Carolina finisher enterprise

budget brings its breakeven price to $36.44 per hundredweight, leaving it with the highest

costs of production. North Carolina trailed Oklahoma by $0.96 and Iowa by $1.89.

Iowa Finisher Operation

Enterprise Costs Following suit with the other baseline scenarios, the Iowa

finisher operation had the lowest breakeven price of the modeled operations, at $34.55

per hundredweight. Again, Iowa had the cost advantage in feeds and utilities relative to

Oklahoma and North Carolina. The only item in which it held the highest costs were

labor, at $0.13 more per hWldredweight than Oklahoma and $0.11 more than North

Carolina.

Waste Management Costs The waste management system used by the Iowa

finisher operation was basically the same as that used for the Iowa farrow to feeder and

farrow to finisher operations. Partially slatted houses were used in combination with

Wlder-floor scrapers to extract waste from houses for storage in the cement above ground

tank. Haul tanker wagons were used to apply waste to the 320 acres of com/soybean

rotation.

Again, the Iowa finisher operation was the most expensive when compared to its

Oklahoma and North Carolina counterparts. The total initial investment cost for the Iowa

operation's waste management system was $239,784, with an annual cost of $35,582.

On a per hundredweight basis, this meant a waste management cost of $1.30 per

hundredweight.

The major component of the waste management costs for the Iowa operation was

waste storage, owing to the increased cost of the cement above-ground tank relative to
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the anaerobic lagoons utilized by Oklahoma and North Carolina. The annual costs

associated with waste storage were $28,211. While this was markedJy higher than the

costs for either Oklahoma or North Carolina, the margin between the costs was not as

great as was the case of the farrow to feeder and farrow to finisher operations.

The use of a haul-tanker system led to increased costs for the Iowa operation

relative to the others as well. With annual costs of $12,857, the Iowa application system

was nearly $11,320 more expensive than Oklahoma and more than $5,700 more

expensive than North Carolina.

The lack ofneed for additional water in the cement tank storage system,

combined with the lower power costs for Iowa did make it the lowest-cost state for fresh

water provision. Iowa's annual costs in this area were only $4,009; this was nearly

$1,000 less than North Carolina's cost and a little more than half of Oklahoma's. More

information on the annual operating costs of this operation can be found in Table 4-20.

The com/soybean rotation served the Iowa finisher operation well, as it was able

to recapture $9,495 of fertilizer value from applied effluent. This did a great deal to bring

the costs ofwaste management closer to the other states'. Without this fertilizer value,

the annual costs of waste management would have been $45,077. See Table 4-20 for

more information regarding the annual waste management costs for this operation.

With the inclusion ofthe waste management costs in the Iowa finisher budget, it

breakeven price per head rose to $34.55. Yet again, the costs of waste management

served to narrow the gap between Iowa and Oklahoma. Their pre-waste-management

price difference was $1.30 per hundredweight, compared to a difference of $0.93 when

waste management costs were included, for a 28% reduction.
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Table 4-20

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Baseline
Iowa Finisher Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and
Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps. and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$54
$18.129

$398
$4.729

$667
$4.235

$28,211

$2,453
$631

$1,399
$4,307

$502
$2,166
$1,345

$55
$12.857

$1.493
$]83

$2,333
$4.009

-$9.495
$35,582

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Haul-Tanker Wagon
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Effects of Hypothesized Regulations on Farrow to Feeder Operations

It can be seen from the preceding narrative that the differences in waste

management costs among similar operations (farrow to finish, farrow to feeder. and

finisher), while not great, did have an impact in the degree of comparative advantage of

the operations. This section will examine the impacts on those costs and the advantages

or disadvantages they imply for the farrow to feeder operations.

Oklahoma Farrow to Feeder Operation

Information regarding the enterprise budgets of the modified farrow to feeder

operations can be seen in Table 4-21. General specifications and costs of the modeled

operations' waste management systems shown in Table 4-22, and their comparative

initial investment costs in Table 4-23.

While having only the second-lowest initial investment cost of $258,376 relative

to North Carolina's $253,704, Oklahoma did have the lowest per head costs of waste

management at $1.61 when the value of recovered fertilizer is included.

Oklahoma's farrow to feeder had the lowest waste management costs of the

modeled operations, owing to lower land costs and a smaller storage tank (due to having

the least rainfall of all the modeled states) than any of its counterparts. Given the size of

the crop base, though, the Oklahoma farrow to feeder had the highest costs of waste

application at $13,566 - nearly $950 more than Iowa and almost $6,000 more than North

Carolina. Oklahoma held a slight advantage over North Carolina in regard to the cost of

fresh water, but still lagged Iowa. This was quite a change from the baseline scenarios,

since in those situations, Oklahoma's lagoons had to receive large amounts of water to

compensate for excess evaporation and maintain a viable treatment depth. Since no
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Table 4-21

Enterprise Budget Comparison for Modified Farrow to Feeder Operations
in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa.

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa
(per head) (per head) (per head)

VARIABLE COSTS
Feed Costs

Feeder Pigs $9.41 $9.35 $8.50
Breeding Stock $7.60 $7.76 $6.74

TOTAL FEED COSTSIHEAD
MARKETED $17.01 $17.11 $15.24

OTHER VARIABLE COSTS HEAD HEAD HEAD
Animal Health $2.34 $2.34 $2.34
Breeding Costs $0.37 $0.37 $0.37
Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.74 $0.74 $0.74
Insurance $0.07 $0.07 $0.07
Hired Labor $4.64 $5.62 $5.37
Repairs $1.15 $1.15 $1.15
Taxes $0.06 $0.06 $0.06
Utilities $0.29 $0.40 $0.28
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19
Waste Management $1.61 $1.75 $1.78

TOTAL OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $11.47 $12.69 $12.35
TOTAL FEED COSTS $17.01 $17.11 $15.24

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN
BEFORE $28.47 $29.79 $27.59
DEPRECIATION AND INTEREST

Depreciation $7.49 $7.54 $7.57

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $35.96 $37.33 $35.16

Line of Credit Interest $0.10 $0.31 $0.09
Interest on Term Debt $0.82 $0.84 $0.84

TOTALBREAKEVEN $36.89 $38.48 $36.09
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Table 4-22

Cost Comparison for Modified Farrow to Feeder Operations in
Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Cost Component
Initial Investment Cost

Oklahoma
$258,376

North
Carolina

$253,704
Iowa

$274,533

Annual Operation Costs
Waste Storage
Application System
Fresh Water
Cost Before Fertilizer Credit
Fertilizer Credit
Total Annual Cost

Waste Management Costs / hd
Waste Management Costs / cwt
Waste Management Costs / litter

$33,339 $35.913 $36,391
$13,566 $7,589 $12,617

$5,045 $6,276 $4,936
$51,950 $49,778 $53,943
-$9,842 -$4,156 -$7,603
$42,107 $45,622 $46,340

$1.61 $1.75 $1.78
$2.83 $3.07 $3.11

$14.89 $16.13 $16.39

Average Daily Inventory (head)
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet)
Waste Storage System - Type
Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet)

4,281
210,117

Above-ground tank
259.984

4.281
256.277

Above-ground tank
302,242

4,281
222,505

Above-ground tank
269,750

Land Application System - Type
Land Application System - Volume Applied (acre inches)
Waste Volume Remaining (acre inches)

Drag-hose Injector
23.3
24.4

Drag-hose Injector
11.6
51.7

Haul-tanker wagon
19.1
36.2



Table 4-23

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for Modified Farrow to Feeder
Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (0.82 acres @ $511/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Construction (259,984 ft3 @ $0.56/ft3)
Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-house Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

North Carolina
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (0.91 acres @ $2,305/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (302,242 £13 @ $0.55/£13)
Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-hose Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

Iowa
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (0.84 acres @ $2,428/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (269,750 £13 @ $0.56/£13)
Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total
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$417
$144,757

$29,890
$9,900

$17,200
$9,900

$36,292
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$258,376

$2,089
$158,389

$11,314
$9,900

$15,800
$9,900

$36,292
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$253,704

$2,034
$163,394

$39,333
$7,000

$16,460
$36,292

$3,080
$6,100

$840
$274,533



additional water is required with the cement tank storage system, though, the primary

factor differentiating the freshwater costs for the alternative operations is the cost of

utilities.

The value of fertilizer recovered by the Oklahoma operation also represents a

dramatic change from the baseline conditions. Whereas the baseline Oklahoma farrow to

feeder operation only recovered $1,392 of fertilizer value, the alternative system was able

to recover $9,842, which brought the cost of waste management down to $42,107.

Table 4-24 provides more information on the modified Oklahoma farrow to feeder

operation's annual waste management costs.

When the costs of the alternative waste management system were incorporated

into the enterprise budget for the Oklahoma farrow to feeder operation, the new

breakeven price per head rose to $36.89, a $0.38 increase on a per- hundredweight basis.

This still places Oklahoma as the second-lowest cost producer among the modeled areas,

led by Iowa and trailed by North Carolina.

There are additional factors to consider beyond enterprise costs, however. As it

was stated above, Oklahoma had the second lowest initial investment cost of the new

waste management system at $258,376. One can add to this investment the cost of a

complete lagoon shutdown, which was estimated at $188,098 for the Oklahoma farrow to

feeder operation. For the modeled Oklahoma operations, as well as the North Carolina

operations, it was assumed that the lagoon of the baseline operation would have to be

shut down, an operation that consists ofpwnping the lagoon's liquid off, and then

grading and filling the earthen structure. Table 4-25 depicts the shutdown costs for all

modeled operations. In total, shutdown costs and other waste management concerns
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Table 4-24

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Oklahoma Farrow to Feeder Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$62
$21,573

$434
$5,409

$692
$5.169

$33.339

$3.905
$331

$2,361
$3.211

$284
$1,719
$1,716

$40
$13,566

$1,493
$183

$3,369
$5.045

-$9,842
$42.1 07

* System specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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Table 4-25

Lagoon Closure Costs for Modeled Operations in
Oklahoma and North Carolina

Operation
Farrow to Feeder
Farrow to Finish
Finisher

Oklahoma
$188,098
$571,143
$166,354

North Carolina
$208,226
$651,496
$185,076

mean that the operation would have to acquire $446,474 in additional capital to come into

compliance with the hypothesized regulations.

An additional cost of adaptation to the new regulations would be utilization or

disposal of excess waste. Under the phosphorous restriction, the Oklahoma farrow to

feeder operation's crop base would not be sufficient for the land application of the waste

generated. Under the new system, less than half of the waste generated could be applied.

As a result, the operation would have to acquire at least 371 acres of additional land to

apply all the waste generated by the operation in a year. Table 4-26 shows the additional

cropland required by each of the modified operations to apply their wastes under the

hypothesized regulations. Beyond the costs of equipment, fuel, and repairs, such

application would also require a great deal of additional labor. It should be noted here

that land application of waste cannot occur when the land is frozen, or when rainfall is

imminent. These restrictions would limit the amount of time available for waste

application.
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Table 4-26

Additional Cropland Required for Compliance with
Hypothesized Regulations for Modeled Oklahoma,

North Carolina, and Iowa Operations (Acres)

Farrow to Feeder
Farrow to Finish
Finisher

Oklahoma
371
1916
294

North Carolina
494
1888
604

Iowa
554

2357
465

North Carolina Farrow to Feeder Operation

The North Carolina farrow to feeder operation had the lowest initial investment

cost under the alternative conditions, owing primarily to a reduced need for tractor power

given its much smaller field size. North Carolina also had reduced costs of construction

that enabled it to have the second lowest construction costs even though it had the largest

storage tank of all modeled farrow to feeder operations. In spite of this, North Carolina

had the highest per head cost of waste management, at $1 .7 R.

The fact that the North Carolina operation had the highest annual waste storage

costs is attributed to the increased costs of utilities. It had the lowest annual application

costs, though, thanks to the lower labor costs and few maintenance and repair expenses

relative to Oklahoma and Iowa. Higher fresh water costs can be, like the storage costs,

attributed to the cost of utilities.

Given the small land base of the North Carolina operation, it was only able to

capture $4,156 of fertilizer value from the waste, the least fertilizer value of all farrow to
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feeder operations. When this was accounted for, North Carolina had the highest per-head

costs of waste management under the alternative conditions, at $1.78. Ibis was,

however, only $0.03 more than Iowa, and only $0.17 more than Oklahoma. When

introduced into the North Carolina farrow to feeder operation enterprise budget, this led

to a total breakeven price of$38.48, and thus remaining as the highest of the farrow to

feeder operations. For more infonnation on the annual waste management costs of this

operation, see Table 4-27.

The lagoon closure costs for the North Carolina farrow to feeder operation were

estimated at $208,226. Combined with the initial investment costs of the waste

management and application system, the total capital costs of adapting to the new

regulations would be $461,930. Furthermore, an additional 494 acres would be required

for the land application of wastes under the new guidelines. For this particular operation,

51.7 acre-inches of waste remain after the application capacity of the available land base

has been reached.

Iowa Farrow to Feeder Operation

The Iowa farrow to feeder operation had the highest initial investment cost, due in

part to increased construction costs, land costs, and tractors for waste management

operations. Thanks in part to reduced utilities costs, it had the second lowest annual costs

Table 4-27 of waste management. The use of haul-tankers for waste application

increased the costs of waste application relative to North Carolina, but the reduced

acreage relative to Oklahoma kept the land application costs below those of that state.

While the Iowa operation was not able to capture as much fertilizer as Oklahoma, it did

recover $7,603. This lead to a per head waste management cost of $1.78 - slightly more
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Table 4-27

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
orth Carolina Farrow to Feeder Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$311
$23,605

$475
$5,409

$945
$5,169

$35.913

$3.025
$46

$748
$1,215

$71
$760

$1,712
$11

$7.589

$1,493
$183

$4.600
$6.276

-$4.156
$45,622

• Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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than Oklahoma's and slightly less than North Carolina's. When combined with the Iowa

farrow to feeder enterprise budget, this meant a breakeven price of $36.09, the lowest of

all the modeled farrow to feeder operations. Table 4-28 provides details regarding the

annual costs of waste management for the Iowa farrow to feeder operation.

The reader will recall that under the baseline conditions, the introduction of waste

management costs narrowed the gap between Iowa and Oklahoma to $0.49. Now, the

gap between those states has grown to $0.80. Under the more strict regulatory

environment, the gap between Oklahoma and Iowa grows wider again.

The shifts in capital costs for the Iowa farrow to feeder operation (as well as the

farrow to finish and finisher operations) cannot be viewed in the same context as those of

the North Carolina and Iowa operations, since the basic waste management system

remained intact from the baseline scenario, with only slight modifications. As a result,

not only would the Iowa operation maintain the lowest costs of production, but it would

also be spared the large capital expenditures faced by the other operations.

Iowa was not immune from all the effects of the new regulations, however. Iowa

was unable to apply all the waste generated. Under the new regulatory conditions, Iowa

would need to acquire an additional 554 acres of crcpland to accommodate all the wastes,

since 51.7 acre-inches remained after the carrying capacity of the land was reached.

Effects of Hypothesized Regulations on Farrow to Finish Operations

The enterprise budgets for the modified farrow to feeder operations is displayed in

Table 4-29, with the general specifications and costs of waste management for those

operations represented by Table 4-30. The details of the initial investment cost for each

operation is given in Table 4-31.
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Table 4-28

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Iowa Farrow to Feeder Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$303
$24.351

$490
$5,409

$669
$5,169

$36,391

$2,453
$601

$1.358
$4.225

$481
$2,101
$1,345

$53
$12,617

$1,493
$183

$3,260
$4,936

-$7.603
$46,340

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Haul-tanker Wagon
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Table 4-29

Enterprise Budget Comparison for Modified Farrow to Finish Operations
in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa
(per cwt) (per cwt) (per cwt)

VARIABLE COSTS
Feed Costs

Market Hogs $16.92 $17.35 $15.07
Breeding Stock $3.32 $3.39 $2.95

TOTAL FEED COSTSIHEAD MARKETED$20.24 $20.75 $18.02

OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $/CWT $/CWT $ICWT
Animal Health $0.42 $0.42 $0.42
Breeding Costs $0.16 $0.16 $0.16
Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.23 $0.23 $0.23
Insurance $0.57 $0.57 $0.57
Hired Labor $3.70 $4.32 $4.27
Repairs $0.36 $0.36 $0.36
Taxes $0.12 $0.12 $0.12
Utilities $1.09 $1.49 $1.06
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19
Waste Management $1.84 $1.98 $1.96

TOTAL OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $8.68 $9.85 $9.34
TOTAL FEED COSTS $20.24 $20.75 $18.02

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN BEFORE
DEPRECIATrON AND INTEREST $28.92 $30.59 $27.36

Depreciation $2.50 $2.59 $2.60

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $31.42 $33.18 $29.96

Line of Credit Interest $0.04 $0.08 $0.03
Interest on Tenn Debt $0.75 $0.77 $0.78

TOTAL BREAKEVEN $32.21 $34.03 $30.76
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Table 4-30

Cost Comparison for Modified Farrow to Finish Operations
in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Cost Component North
Oklahoma Carolina Iowa

Initial Investment Cost $588,447 $604,795 $632,034

Annual Operation Costs
Waste Storage $92,986 $100,518 $101,343
Application System $15,842 $7,483 $12,548
Fresh Water $10,790 $14,122 $10,496
Cost Before Fertilizer Credit $119,619 $122,122 $124,387
Fertilizer Credit -$9,793 -$3,979 -$7,433

- Total Annual Cost $109,826 $118,143 $116,954N
0-

Waste Management Costs / hd $4.40 $4.73 $4.69

Waste Management Costs / cwt $1.84 $1.98 $1.96

Waste Management Costs / litter $38.82 $41.76 $41.34

Average Daily Inventory (head)
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet)
Waste Storage System - Type
Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet)

Land Application System - Type
Land Application System - Volume Applied (acre inches)
Waste Volume Remaining (acre inches)

8,878
629,695

Above-ground tank
753,309

Drag-hose Injector
22.5
121.4

8,878
763,445

Above-ground tank
875,752

Drag-hose Injector
11.1
178.1

8,878
665,591

Above-ground tank
781,606

Haul-tanker Wagon
18.3

147.6



Table 4-31

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for
Modified Farrow to Finish Operations in

Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (1 .79 acres @ $511/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Construction (753,309 ft3 @ $0.53/ft3

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-house Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

North Carolina
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (2.01 acres @ $2,305/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (875,752 ft3 @ $0.55/ft3)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-hose Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

Iowa
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (0.84 acres @ $2,428/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (269,750 ft3 @ $0.56/ft3)
Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total
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$913
$396,924

$35,489
$10,900
$17,200
$10,900

$106,101
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$588,447

$4,640
$437,503

$10,932
$9,900

$15.800
$9,900

$106,101
$3.080
$6,100

$840
$604,795

$4,466
$448,875

$39,113
$7.000

$16,460
$106.101

$3,080
$6.100

$840
$632,034



Oklahoma Farrow to Finish Operation

The Oklahoma farrow to flnish operation had the lowest initial investment cost of

the modeled farrow to finish operations, at $588,447. This was the lowest of all the

farrow to flnish operations, as a result of Oklahoma's need for the smallest tank of the

three operations, along with lower land costs and construction expenses. Overall, the

annual cost of waste management was $109,826. On a per-head basis, this translated to a

cost of $4.40 per head, after the value of recovered fertilizer is included.

Again, due to having the smallest storage tank and relatively low energy costs, the annual

costs of waste storage were the lowest in Oklahoma's case. However, given the size of

the crop base for the operation, it had the highest land application costs. Unlike its

baseline counterpart, the Oklahoma farrow to finish operation had the second lowest

freshwater costs, since there was no need to add water to an anaerobic lagoon. Even

before accounting for the value of recovered fertilizer, the Oklahoma operation's costs

were the lowest of the modeled farrow to finisher operations at $119,619. When the

value offertilizer was included, this cost was reduced to 109,826. On a per

hundredweight basis, Oklahoma's annual costs of waste management were $1.84, also

the lowest of the modeled operations. When incorporated into the Oklahoma farrow to

finish enterprise budget, this gave Oklahoma a total breakeven price of $32.21, the

second lowest after Iowa's $30.76. Table 4-32 shows the operation's detailed annual

waste management cost information.

The Oklahoma farrow to finish operation faces a substantial capital investment in

order to reach compliance with the new regulations. The $571,143 estimated costs of

lagoon closure, added to the $588,447 initial investment cost of the alternative waste
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Table 4-32

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Oklahoma Farrow to Finish Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells. Pumps. and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$136
$59,153

$1,191
$15,812

$2.207
$14,486
$92,986

$3,905
$489

$3,014
$3,812

$391
$2,269
$1,911

$52
$15.842

$1,493
$183

$9,114
$10,790

-$9,793
$109,826

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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management system, summed to a total of$I,159,590. This is obviously a substantial

capital expenditure.

The Oklahoma farrow to finish operation also faced a pronounced shortage of

cropland for waste application. Over 1,900 acres of additional cropland would be needed

to accommodate the nutrients contained in the waste generated by the operation. Under

the current cropping system, 121.4 acre-inches of waste would remain - over five times

the amount that was actually applied.

North Carolina Farrow to Finish Operation

The North Carolina farrow to finish operation, unlike the North Carolina farrow to feeder

operation, had the second-lowest initial investment costs, totaling $604,795. Lower

construction and tractor costs kept this cost lower than Iowa's, but these factors were not

enough to counterbalance Oklahoma's lower land costs and smaller tank size. These

same factors were also responsible for North Carolina's second-place position in annual

waste storage costs. As was the case in with the farrow to feeder operation, the small size

of North Carolina's crop base kept waste application costs low. The costs of utilities

forced the operation's freshwater costs to be the highest of the three operations, given the

fact that all three use similar amounts of water. After accounting for the value of

fertilizer (which was the least of the farrow to finisher operations at $3,979), the total

annual costs of waste management for the North Carolina operation were $118,143, the

highest of the modeled operations. On a per hundredweight basis, this cost was $1.98.

This led to a breakeven cost of production of $34.03, which was $1.82 higher than

nearest competitor Oklahoma and $3.27 more than Iowa. Like Oklahoma's operation,

the North Carolina farrow to finish enterprise faces the daunting capital costs of $651 ,496
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for lagoon closure and $604,795 for the implementation of a new waste management

system - a total of$I,256,291. Refer to Table 4-33 for more information regarding the

North Carolina farrow to finish operation's annual waste management costs.

The need for additional cropland to receive waste nutrients is dramatic in the

North Carolina scenario. A total of 1,888 acres of cropland would be required to receive

all the waste generated by the operation, multiplying the original crop base nearly

sixteenfold. As the operation is currently situated, nearly 180 acre-inches of waste would

remain after the croplands had received all waste possible under the given regulatory

conditions.

Iowa Farrow to Finish Operation

The Iowa farrow to finish operation had by far the largest initial investment cost

of the modeled operations, at $ 632,034. Its position relative to the other operations can

be attributed to having the highest land costs, highest tractor costs, and the second largest

waste storage tank. For these same reasons, the Iowa operation also had the highest

annual costs of waste storage. The relative size of its crop base relative to Oklahoma and

North Carolina contributed to the placing of the Iowa operation's land application costs at

second, between the other two (Oklahoma's being highest). The relatively low price of

utilities led to Iowa's position as least-expensive with regards to fresh water provision.

Without accounting for the credit obtained from fertilizer value, Iowa had an

annual waste management cost of $124,387. With the fertilizer credit, Iowa's costs were

116,954 or $1.96 per hundredweight. When combined with the Iowa farrow to feeder

enterprise budget, the breakeven price of the operation was $30.76 per head, the lowest of
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Table 4-33

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
North Carolina Farrow to Finish Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$691
$65,201

$1,313
$15,812
$3,014

$14.486
$100,518

$3,025
$43

$720
$1,174

$68
$729

$1,712
$11

$7,483

$1,493
$183

$12,445
$14,122

-$3,979
$118,143

'" Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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all the farrow to feeder operations. Table 4-34 provides details for the annual waste

management costs of the Iowa farrow to finish operation.

When one compares the difference between the breakeven costs of the Oklahoma

and Iowa operations under the baseline conditions when Iowa's per hundredweight

breakeven was $0.88 lower than Oklahoma's, to the new difference of$1.45, it can be

seen that on an annual basis, some "leveling of the playing field" has occurred in relative

competitiveness. However, one must consider that the Iowa operation does not face the

need for more than $1 million in additional capital expenditures, as the Oklahoma

operation does. However, the Iowa operation would need to acquire an additional 2,357

acres for the 148 acre-inches ofwaste left un-applied under the alternative scenario.

Effects of Hypothesized Regulations on Finisher Operations

Table 4-35 shows the enterprise budgets for the modified finisher operations in

the modeled states, and Table 4-36 presents the general specifications and costs for their

waste management systems. Table 4-37 details the initial investment costs for each

operation.

Oklahoma Finisher Operation

The Oklahoma finisher operation had the second-lowest initial investment cost,

with $226,379 needed to establish the new waste management system. As with the other

operational scenarios, Oklahoma had the lowest land cost; however, it also required more

tractor power than the North Carolina operation and had more initial investment in the

waste application system than the other operations.
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Table 4-34

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Iowa Farrow to Finish Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pwnps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$666
$66.896

$1.347
$15.812

$2,136
$14.486

$101,343

$2.453
$593

$1,346
$4.201

$476
$2,083
$1,345

$53
$12,548

$1.493
$183

$8.820
$10,496

-$7,433
$116.954

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Haul-tanker Wagon
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Table 4-35

Enterprise Budget Comparison for Modified Finisher Operations
in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Oklahoma North Carolina Iowa
(per ewt) (per cwt) (per ewt)

VARlABLE COSTS
FEED COSTS $12.98 $13.45 $11.52

OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $ICWT $ICWT $ICWT

Animal Health $0.44 $0.44 $0.44
Fuel, Oil & Gasoline $0.07 $0.07 $0.07
Insurance $0.12 $0.12 $0.12
Hired Labor $0.81 $0.83 $0.94
Repairs $0.11 $0.11 $0.11
Taxes $0.13 $0.13 $0.13
Utilities $0.55 $0.75 $0.53
Pork Check-Off $0.19 $0.19 $0.19
Waste Management $1.44 $1.58 $1.60
Purchase Feeder Pigs $17.59 $17.59 $17.59

TOTAL OTHER VARIABLE COSTS $21.45 $21.82 $21.57
TOTAL FEED COSTS $12.98 $13.45 $11.52

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN BEFORE $34.43 $35.27 $33.08
DEPRECIATION AND INTEREST

Depreciation $1.11 $1.15 $1.16

PRODUCTION BREAKEVEN $35.54 $36.42 $34.24

Interest on Tenn Debt $0.29 $0.29 $0.30
Line of Credit Interest $0.01 $0.01 $0.00

TOTAL BREAKEVEN $35.84 $36.72 $34.55
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Table 4-36

Cost Comparison for Modified Finisher Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

Cost Component

Initial Investment Cost

ArulUal Operation Costs
Waste Storage
Application System
Fresh Water
Cost Before Fertilizer Credit
Fertilizer Credit
Total Annual Cost

Waste Management Costs / hd
Waste Management Costs / cwt

Average Daily Inventory (head)
Annual Waste Volume (cubic feet)
Waste Storage System - Type
Waste Storage System - Volume (cubic feet)

Land Application System - Type
Land Application System - Volume Applied (acre inches)
Waste Volume Remaining (acre inches)

North
Oklahoma Carolina Iowa
$226,379 $216,919 $238,693

$27,596 $29,693 $30,070
$13,465 $7,054 $12,516
$4,087 $4,968 $4,009
$45,148 $41,716 $46,595
-$9,747 -$2,836 -$7,328
$35,401 $38,880 $39,267

$3.38 $3.72 $3.75
$1.43 $1.57 $1.59

3,174 3,174 3,174
176,049 212,801 185,913

Above-ground Tank Above-ground Tank Above-ground Tank
206,992 240,637 214,767

Drag-hose Injector Drag-hose Injector Haul-tanker Wagon
22.1 7.9 17.9
18.3 44.9 28.5



Table 4-37

Comparison of Initial Investment Costs for Modified Finisher
Operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina. and Iowa

Oklahoma
Land for Cement Above Ground Tank (0.70 acres @ $SIl/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Construction (206,992 ft3 @ $0.S3/ft3

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-house Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

North Carolina
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (0.78 acres @ $2,30S/ac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (240,637 ft3 @ $0.S6/ft3

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Drag-hose Equipment
Pipe
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total

Iowa
Land for Cement Above-ground Tank (0.72 acres @ $2,428tac)
Cement Above-ground Tank Cosntruction (2] 4,767 ft3 @ $0.S6/ft°1

)

Tractors
Aeration, Agitation Equipment
Haul-tanker
Scrapers
Fresh Water Wells
Fresh Water Pumps
Fresh Water Well Pipe

Total
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$358
$117.669

$29,S99
$9.900

$17.200
$9,900

$31.731
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$226.379

$1,787
$128,407

$9,373
$9,900

$15,800
$9,900

$31,731
$3,080
$6,100

$840
$216,919

$1,745
$132,728

$39,009
$7,000

$16,460
$31,731

$3,080
$6,100

$840
$238,693



Overall, however, the Oklahoma finisher operation had the lowest annual cost of

waste management at $35,401, accounting for the value of fertilizer. One of the sources

of this comparative advantage stemmed from the fact that Oklahoma had the lowest

annual costs of waste storage. The antecedents of this fact include Oklahoma's lower

land costs, and the fact that, as with the farrow to feeder and farrow to finish operations,

Oklahoma needed the smallest tank of the modeled operations. Also, as with the other

operations, Oklahoma had the highest waste application system costs, a result of its larger

land base. This was somewhat balanced by the reduced costs of fresh water and the value

of fertilizer recovered ($9,747). This translated to a $1.44 per hWldredweight cost of

waste management, the lowest waste management charge of the modeled fmisher

operations. This cost, combined with the rest contained in the Oklahoma finisher

enterprise budget, gave Oklahoma a breakeven price of $35.84, the second-lowest of the

finishers examined. For more infonnation about the annual waste management costs of

the modified Oklahoma finisher, consult Table 4-38.

The costs of lagoon closure for the Oklahoma finisher operation were estimated at

$166,354, and the reader will recall that the initial investment in the alternative waste

management system was $226,379 - at total of $392,733. In addition to these capital

requirements, the finisher operation would need to acquire an additional 294 acres of land

to receive all the waste generated by the operation on an annual basis. As the system is

currently configured, 18.3 acre-inches of waste remain to be applied after the

phosphorous capacity of the crop base has been met. While 294 acres is a considerable

amoWlt of land, it is the smallest additional land requirement of all the finisher
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Table 4-38

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Oklahoma Finisher Operation·

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps. and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$53
$17.536

$353
$4,729

$689
$4.235

$27,596

$3,905
$324

$2.329
$3,179

$280
$1,693
$1,716

$39
$13.465

$1.493
$183

$2.411
$4,087

-$9,747
$35,401

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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operations. This is due to the fact that Oklahoma is able to apply far more of its nutrients

than the other operations.

North Carolina Finisher Operation

In this situation, North Carolina had the lowest initial investment in the alternative

waste management system, at a total cost of$216,919. Although North Carolina required

the largest storage tank due to evaporative potential, it had the second-lowest land costs,

low labor costs, and low initial investment in the application system, a function of the

size of the crop system.

Its annual costs of waste storage were the second lowest, $29,693. The principal

reason that North Carolina's costs were not the lowest was the increased cost of utilities

there relative to the other two states. As was the case with the farrow to feeder and

farrow to finish operations, the smaller land base available to the North Carolina

operation allowed for a lower annual cost ofwaste application. It had the highest costs of

fresh water, though, again due to the cost of utilities. More comprehensive annual waste

management cost data for the modified North Carolina finisher can be found in

Table 4-39.

All in all, North Carolina had the second-lowest annual costs of waste

management after accounting for waste management, $38,880. If one were to examine

the costs of the finisher operations without the fertilizer credit, however, it would have

the lowest costs of waste management. With the credit, though, the per hundredweight

cost was $1.58. The gave the North Carolina finisher a breakeven price of $36.72, or

$0.88 more than Oklahoma, it's closest competitor.
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Table 4-39

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
North Carolina Finisher Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-groWld Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Drag-hose System
Maintenance and Repair for Drag-hose System
Labor for Drag-hose System
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Drag-hose System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$266
$19.136

$385
$4.729

$941
$4,235

$29.693

$3.025
$33

$608
$1.007

$56
$604

$1,712
$9

$7,054

$1,493
$183

$3.292
$4,968

-$2,836
$38,880

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Drag-hose Injection System
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The total capital requirements of adaptation to the new regulatory conditions were

$216,919 for the waste management system, and $185,076 for lagoon closure, totaling to

$401,995 - slightly more than the Oklahoma operation. With 44.9 acre-inches of waste

left under the alternative waste system, North Carolina also faces the greatest need for

additional cropland to receive waste nutrients, with 604 more acres required.

Iowa Finisher System

The Iowa finisher operation had the highest initial investment of all the modeled

finisher operations, $238,693. Higher land and labor costs, combined with the second

largest tank. requirement, and second largest tractor power requirement led to this placing

in regard to investment costs.

The total annual waste management costs for the operation were $39,267, also the

highest of the modeled finisher operations. While Iowa had the lowest fresh water costs

($4,009) and second-lowest waste application systems costs ($12,516), it had the highest

costs of waste storage and recaptured less fertilizer value than did the Oklahoma finisher

($7328 for Iowa, compared to $9,747) for Oklahoma. When the annual costs of waste

management were placed on a per hundredweight basis, the costs were $1.60. This,

combined with the Iowa finisher budget, dictated a breakeven price of$34.55 per

hundredweight, $0.88 less than Oklahoma, its closest competitor. Table 4-40 details the

annual waste management costs of the operation.
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Table 4-40

Waste Management System Annual Costs - Modified
Iowa Finisher Operation*

Annual
Cost

Waste Storage
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Land
Principle and Interest for Cement Above-ground Tank Construction
Maintenance and Repair for Cement Above-ground Tank
Principle and Interest for Recirculation Equipment
Energy for Recirculation Equipment
Maintenance and Repair for Recirculation Equipment

Subtotal

Application System
Principle and Interest for Haul-tanker
Maintenance and Repair for Haul-tanker
Labor for Haul-tanker
Principle and interest for Pumps and Motors
Maintenance and Repairs for Pumps and Motors
Energy for Haul-tanker System
Principle and Interest on Pipes and Hoses
Maintenance and Repairs for Pipes and Hoses

Subtotal

Fresh Water
Principle and Interest on Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Maintenance and Repairs for Fresh Water Wells, Pumps, and Pipes
Energy for Fresh Water System

Subtotal

Recovered Fertilizer Value Credit
Total Annual Operating Costs

$260
$19.780

$398
$4.729

$667
$4.235

$30,070

$2.453
$589

$1,340
$4.190

$473
$2,074
$1,345

$53
$12,516

$1,493
$183

$2,333
$4,009

-$7.328
$39,267

* Systems specifications
In-house Waste Management System: Underfloor Scraper

Waste Storage Structure: Cement Above-Ground Tank
Land Application System: Haul-tanker Wagon
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As the reader may recall, the gap between the two operations under the baseline

conditions was $0.93; thus, the new regulations have served to decrease Oklahoma's

relative competitiveness, to an extent. One must also bear in mind that the Oklahoma

operation must incur $392,733 of capital costs that the Iowa operation does not.

However, the Oklahoma operation need only acquire an additional 294 acres of land for

complete land application of wastes, while Iowa would need 465 acres.
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Chapter V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The preceding chapters have detailed the background of the swine waste

management issue and past legislative responses to the issue. The two computer models

used to simulate swine production operations in Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Iowa

were introduced, and the results of imposing the hypothetical regulations presented. This

chapter will present a brief summary of the results garnered from this research, along

with some possible implications for both policy-makers and producers. Finally, some

suggestions for further study in this area and related disciplines will be made.

The overall objective of this project was to increase the amount of information

available to policymakers and agricultural producers when evaluating the potential

economic impacts of changes in the regulation of swine-producing CAFOs. Two specific

objectives were pursued in order to fulfill that overall objective:

1. Estimate the current cost of production, as represented by

breakeven cost of live hogs sold to cover variable and fixed costs,

for a given set of modeled swine production operations in the

states of Iowa, North Carolina, and Oklahoma. Specifically, the

modeled operations will be a 1200 sow farrow-to-finish operation,

a 1200 sow farrow-to-feeder operation, and a 4000 head finishing

operation.
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2. Estimate the new breakeven cost per hundredweight of live hogs

sold under the conditions of the hypothesized regulatory changes

and evaluate other economic impacts ofoperational modifications

needed to come into compliance with the hypothesized regulations.

Summary of Impacts on Oklahoma Operations

Given the adjustments made to the basic enterprise budgets, the Oklahoma swine

enterprises consistently had the second-lowest costs of production, with a farrow to

feeder breakeven of $36.51 per head, a farrow to finish breakeven of $31.59 per

hundredweight, and a finisher breakeven of $3 5.43 per head. Oklahoma also consistently

had the lowest cost of waste management per head, owing to all the operations having

smaller lagoons than their North Carolina counterparts, and the pre-existence of a land

application system in the form of center-pivot irrigation systems.

Under the hypothesized regulations, the Oklahoma operations again consistently

had the second lowest breakeven prices, at $36.89 per head for the farrow to finish

operation (an increase of$0.38), $32.21 per hundredweight for the farrow to feeder

operation (an increase of $0.62), and $35.84 for the finisher operation (an increase of

$0.41).

The capital requirements of the Oklahoma operations under the baseline

conditions were consistently the lowest of the examined operations, with a farrow to

feeder investment of $137,365, farrow to finisher investment of $299,860, and finisher

investment of$121,475. Under the alternative scenarios, these operations had

investments of $258,376, $588,447, and $226,379 - indicating a notable increase. In

addition to these investment costs, each of these operations would be required to conduct
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a lagoon shut-down, at a cost of$188,098 to the farrow to feeder, $571,143 to the farrow

to fInisher, and $166,354 to the fInisher.

Under the hypothesized regulations, each Oklahoma production operation had an

insuffIcient land base for the application of its wastes; however, each operation had the

least waste remaining of its counterparts, and thus required less additional land for the

complete application of all wastes. The Oklahoma farrow to feeder operation required

371 additional acres, the farrow to fInisher operation required 1,916, and the fInisher

required 294 acres.

Summary of Impacts on North Carolina Operations

In each of the baseline enterprise budgets, the North Carolina operations

consistently had the highest breakeven price, with a farrow to feeder breakeven of $38.22

per head, a farrow to fInish breakeven of$33.37 per hundredweight, and a fInisher

breakeven of$36.44 per hundredweight. This resulted in gaps of$2.20 per head, $2.66

per hundredweight, and $1.89 hundredweight, respectively, between North Carolina's

operations and those of Iowa, the lowest-cost producer in each case. Under the baseline

conditions, North Carolina also consistently had the second-highest costs of waste

management, owing to the need for a larger lagoon than Oklahoma, but using less

intensive technologies than Iowa.

In the alternative scenarios, the North Carolina operations remained the highest

cost producers for each operational type, with breakeven prices of $38.48 per head for the

farrow to feeder (an increase of$0.26), $34.03 per hundredweight for the farrow to finish

operation (an increase of $0.66), and a fInisher breakeven of $36.72 (an increase of

$0.28).
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In the baseline scenarios, the North Carolina operations always had the second

lowest initial investment cost, given the fact that their lagoons were larger than those of

their Oklahoma counterpart operations, and yet not as intensive as the Iowa operations'

management systems. The initial investment for the farrow to feeder operation was

$177,635, with investments of$357,372 for the farrow to finisher, and $162,424 for the

farrow to feeder. Under the alternative scenarios, the investments for these operations

were $253,704 for the farrow to feeder, $604,795 for the farrow to finisher, and

$216,919. Each of these operations, as in Oklahoma, would also be required to shut

down their lagoons, at estimated costs of $208,226 to the farrow to feeder, $651,496 to

the farrow to finisher, and $185,076 for the finisher.

Given the fact that the North Carolina operation had the smaHest crop base upon

which waste could be applied, it had the most waste remaining after the capacity of the

land had been fulfilled, and thus also required the most additional land in each alternative

scenario. 494 additional acres were required for the farrow to feeder operation, 1,888

additional acres were required for the farrow to finisher, and the finisher needed another

604 acres.

Summary of Impacts on Iowa Operations

Each of the Iowa operations had the lowest breakeven price of production of the

modeled operations under both baseline and alternative conditions. In the baseline

scenarios, this meant a farrow to feeder operation breakeven of $36. 02 per head, a farrow

to finish breakeven of$30.71 per hundredweight, and a finisher breakeven of$34.55 per

hundredweight. Under alternative conditions, these breakevens were $36.09 per head,
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$30.76 per hundredweigh4 and $34.55 per hundredweight, respectively. The reader will

note that these are fairly small changes.

The effects on initial system investment were also slight, and in a different

direction than those of the other operations. In the case of all three Iowa operations, the

initial investment in waste management systems actually decreased by $4,434 for the

farrow to feeder, $13,755 for the farrow to finisher, and $1,091 for the finisher. This was

due to a reduction in the demands on the tractors used for haul-tanker application, given

the fact that application of wastes based on phosphorous levels occurred at different rates

than application based on nitrogen. Thus, fewer horsepower-hours were required from

the tractors.

The imposition ofphosphorous limitations had dilatory effects on the Iowa

operations as well, however. With this restriction, each Iowa operation was able to apply

less than half their waste before meeting the phosphorous capacity of its crop base. The

Iowa farrow to feeder operation would require an additional 554 acres of land; the farrow

to finisher would require 2,357 more acres; and the finisher would need 465 additional

acres to completely apply all the wastes generated by the swine enterprise.

Conclusions

The effects of the imposition ofth.e hypothesized regulations can be viewed along

three basic dimensions for each type ofoperation: the change in costs of production

(expressed in this research as the breakeven price for each operation), the change in

capital requirements, and the changes in land requirements.

The hypothetical regulations did not affect the relative positions of the states in

regard to the cost of production; in both the baseline and alternative scenarios for every
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type of modeled operation, Iowa held the lowest-cost position, followed by Oklahoma

and North Carolina. This being said, it must be noted that the hypothetical regulations

did affect the margins between each operation. With the exception of the farrow to

fInisher operation, the regulations narrowed the difference in breakeven price between

Oklahoma and North Carolina, and widened the gap between all three operations in

Oklahoma and Iowa. The regulations also served to widen the gap between all three

operations in North Carolina and Iowa.

The differential impacts between operations on the capital investment needed to

come into compliance with the hypothesized regulations are signifIcant. If one combines

the cost of new waste management storage and application systems with the costs of

lagoon closure, the farrow to feeder operations in Oklahoma and North Carolina would

be required to spend in the neighborhood of $450,000; the farrow to fInish operations

would have to spend approximately $1,200,000, and the finisher operations would need

to spend nearly $400,000. However, as mentioned previously, the Iowa operations would

actually see a decrease ranging from $1,091 for the finisher operation to $13,755 for the

farrow to finisher.

Perhaps the most dramatic impacts can be seen in the change of crop bases needed

by the modeled operations for the application of wastes. The smallest change was found

in the case of the Oklahoma finisher operation, which would have to somehow acquire

294 additional acres ofland to fully utilize the nutrients of the waste generated by its

swine enterprise. The most pronounced difference was that of the North Carolina

operation, which would need another 1,888 acres of cropland for it's waste - more than
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the entire land area of the Oklahoma operation and nearly sixteen times the size of the

operation itself.

From these results, it can be seen that the implementation of a set of regulations

similar to those hypothesized here could cause, at the very least, a shift in the relative

competitiveness of swine producers among the examined regions. It is further likely that

the imposition of such regulations would demand either dramatic shifts in production

practices in Oklahoma and North Carolina, while Iowa could see less dramatic effects.

The following sections will discuss some of the possible implications of these findings

from the perspective of policy-makers and producers.

Implications for Policy Makers

While this research was focused on the imposition of a uniform set of regulations

across all operations, it holds implications for the imposition of non-uniform regulations

across the examined areas. Ifone region were to face such regulations, while the others

remained constant, that region would be at a distinct competitive disadvantage, and

would face a number of managerial challenges that the other regions would not. For

example, were the hypothetical regulation set imposed on Oklahoma, but not North

Carolina or Iowa. The Oklahoma farrow to finish operation would have a breakeven

price of$77.07 per head, now $3.59 per head more than the Iowa operation, whereas

before it would have lagged Iowa by only $2.10. The Oklahoma operation would further

be burdened by an additional $1.1 million dollars in additional capital requirements and

the need to acquire over 1,900 more acres of land for waste application.

While environmental concerns might dictate the need for more strict regulations,

policy makers should be aware of the implications such regulations have on the
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profitability of its swine producers. If a set of regulations similar to those used in this

thesis are to be employed by a state, policy-makers may wish to consider measures to

"soften the blow" of the regulations' effects, such as cost-sharing programs, low-interest

loans, and long-range implementation horizons allowing producers to phase-in new waste

management technologies and procedures.

Implications for Producers

Should a set of regulations such as these be imposed on a national level,

producers would face the shifts mentioned in the summary section of this chapter - while

there would not necessarily be a shift in the competitive position of the operations, there

would likely be shifts in the gaps between the breakeven prices of the operations.

The need for additional capital to fund these changes in waste management

technologies and systems could dictate shifts in the cost-sharing arrangements of contract

producers, or require industry exit for some producers. For those producers that did

maintain their operations, it would be necessary to somehow procure additional land for

the application of wastes, either through the sale of nutrients to adjoining land-owners or

the shipment of such wastes to more distant operations. This regulation might also

increase the geographic dispersion of future operations (and might have a similar effect

on existing operations, should industry-exit be a popular choice for producers).

If producers believe that regulations such as those hypothesized in this research,

they may wish to begin investigating some of the waste management technologies and

practices that would enable them to remain compliant with the relevant regulations,

perhaps phasing them into their operations so as to disperse the cost of such adaptations

over a longer time horizon.
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Recommendations for Further Study

Given the importance of the swine waste management issue to Oklahoma and

other states were the swine industry is experiencing rapid expansion, further research in a

nwnber of areas holds the promise of great benefits to policy-makers, swine producers,

and other members of the agriculture industry.

Perhaps the best foundation of future research would be a more thorough

investigation into the actual costs of production for various types of swine enterprises, in

the different regions of the United States. The vast majority of the swine production cost

information used in this research was obtained from secondary sources or synthesized

based upon available data and professional estimation by experts in the fields of animal

science, agricultural engineering, and agricultural economics. While these experts are in

continual contact with actual producers, there can be no substitute for actual production

records and cost data recorded by swine producers. An intensive survey of a sample of

swine production operations with the purpose of establishing a database of production

and cost information would provide for an improved base upon which simulation works

such as this project could be built.

The availability of both a swine production budget generator and a swine waste

management program did a great deal to facilitate this research. The two computer

models were manually interfaced to generate the final enterprise budgets for the swine

production operations that included costs of waste management. In the future, as the

enterprise budget model is built upon and expanded, it may be worthwhile to integrate the

waste management program into the budget model, enabling it to calculate the optimal

waste management system for the given production parameters. As the models currently
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exist, it was necessary to make some manual modifications so that the numbers of swine

produced under the assumptions of one model matched those of the other.

When this study imposed a regulation regarding the restriction of a waste nutrient,

only technologic responses were examined. The creation of a model that examines the

economic feasibility of waste nutrient management though modification of the swine

diets could provide information to producers that would enable them to determine

whether the best reaction to a new regulation would be technologic or biologic.

Finally, it may also be advisable to integrate a swine production budget model

with an interregional trade model, with the goal of a comprehensive model that could,

when provided with cost of production information and data on regional demands and

elasticities, forecast shifts in production. This would be an outstanding tool for policy

makers, enabling them to examine not only the microeconomic effects of regulations, but

the macroeconomic effects as well.
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APPENDIX 1

Swine Waste Management Program
Outputs for Baseline and Modified

Swine Production Operations
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a a
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a
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o
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o
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1
400

IS8..2005
30

1021.2l14
400

8

~
Tlme
H<><n

4 loe.ll83lI
2 22.47~

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
8 131.4624

..-
IC20 0..,.
303.7834
n.3n44

o
o
o
o

228.3147
T.... 1<2O
Ib'
103042,4

""",,,,'M,*" No.
Pump:10.8

Pump Hu«T01. ft.)
_.HP(Ndl)
HoneP.H<><n

r.GPM
1IpP..........
IrTlgItian OK

~
Sin

2 .78 ,40
3 1110,40
2150,40

11124,40

No.....

2021243.0lI9

44lI733.n
241l7e78.m

112Se44270
1_.52

13M034.47
~.ze8

WUlI SloragI_r_ SWc:Ilnt
Ana_lAgoon CeII.1
_r_lOpcldl<l) _ 31UIIlleOlI1 0
lMlgtIl r- IlJt cI liU) _ 11804e5e242 0
00pIIl _ 12.S 0
MuW_Oopth _ 10.5 0

TOIII v....... Qjft 4078~1._ 0
~V..... cuft 3357e42.244 0
WuhW_VoIume cuft 1_.52 0
T_AppliCItian.......... cuft 1218113.201 0
Sludge S""- V....". alii 1353285.142 0
W_inM...... arlI _733.n 0
Surf_ .... I1__ oqft ~.3nl 0

~ SystImR~ 1".- s.,.-,
Pipe .. FlIIdt II -..
PIpe to ".. _ PIIC 2e4O

No. of Irrig. s,....... 1
Typo '" AppIic $yo T....c f'lot.

Slz. Apploc.. s,.1Im 400Pipe_" 8

F_W_R~

DmllngW_
WUIlinoW..
R~e-uEvlp

rot. F,.." W_ Req.

Volume cI Emu.nt _ NulriInto Por __

T.Aae' - W_ oppicrioII OU"'"in_
recM......

__ inctI
Nilrogen ~

258 IIl8.5711lll1 0.487287 522V12 1.1.•_2
128 1lV.28ll842 0.1180IIi 13.311n2581 :IlJ.04133215
128 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

512 207.1IlI853 0.351184 3V.3OOM187 108.3458135
E_ rOllIN T.... P2~--- lb. lbo

123.0811' 1lle782.03e5 8Vl&4.142
.8.<480011 5017.043042
104.80707 11708.wn 318n lT704

0

12538154
1l54034.47

, 1252110.53

...""...~ 0p«I1ianI" Cubic FHt-..
12_.52
_733.n

537324.07e4
135403oC.47

2487V78.788

RlOr<UIItion

I~Systom

aop
Whnt
G-vt>um
Corn
8«mudI
Corn
Corn
r_...

0IlII-.a F• ..-1O FlnloIt· _
W_"~~SUrMwy

0IdIh0mIF_. seII"._ PigJ
11lleU

PilRoc:flIrvo

w_r_SyIIIm
-~l..Ind~M_ IfTi9rion SyIIIm 1·~

In HouIIW.... r,._ P.,.Ooy PorV_

c.;1y~'"

Wuh Down W..dn Qjft 355.84Il '_.52
Pit or FIuIh_ Qjft ~18.e 12lS3111154
W"C....w.g+.-, Qjft :l487H~ 127ee038
M.................. Qjft lZ23.e28 404ll733.n
rocal_ IbI 7644.48 27\1023U..._- IbI lI177.18 2473810.7
800 Ib' 53e5.878 111lle4115.5
COO Ibo 1l8ll2.029 2482740.8

"iWgoon Ib' _.8823 IlIS7e2.04

~ Ib' I 88.4llOll 88U14.142
Pola..... IbI 252.3Oll 103042.42
~Solidt Peroont 0.003384

WuII W_ VDIumI
W...........
R_
Add to R_~ VolumoT_,.-

rocall\lnclw'rtR~

From WuhIng.~ ,.p
From lAgoon

........,.~
l\;>plicltian Syoeom
ToIlIlRoceMngknl,

FlIId 1
FIIlcl2
FIIlcl3
FlIId 4
F_S
FIIlcl8

.... F_

TOlai Volume 01 W....
VoIumelMt 10 EvlpOfabOn
T0laI VoIumI Applied
W_RlfMining
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1
J.5O

3102371
lID

8aJO.1I3ll
J.5O
20

AppIiQtion
r ...
Houn

20 21'2.8707
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

20 ~1'2.e707

eel.,
3118.2111404 0

1042.Ma2 12 0
12.5 0
10.5 0

4521733.845 0
37Jn40.431 0

lzge&l.52 0
,101_._ 0
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446733.1'2 0
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Itrigation Syotom
1170

o
1

H.HoMT,....
J.5O

8
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""""':10....

"""'" HMd(ToL Il)
_.HP(MCh)
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T.GPW
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~
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o 0 0 0 0 0
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"-t:w'II

...... FonvwlD _.llIod1llM_M ~Sl..._y

\QOOI
F..-. Sell F_PigI

42lI2.11
1JI11orftotw ..._

ea.ny
T~ 01 ()pIo-.ia'I
MCllirtun Doily CII*iIY
1r»icll.M~ R....."..,

,,__T_

Doilya.-- 01
WMh Clown w-. dn
Pit 01 FluII>_
w-.(.-.nQ.~
~VaknIe

Tclof SolidI
_SolidI
BOO
COO
~~

""""""'"--...
~SoIidI

NoUrilsR~1'8d

HpHrrIYr
ut>or
M---.ce ColI
MrLn~

~~
Tclof R..-.,;"g_

F""
F 2
F 3
F1okl4
FIOId 5
FIOId II

~F'_

W"",,W..VaIImI
W..... MervI
~

AdllID RollIin Lagoon v......
Tclof_

Tclof VaIImI 01 W_
V......u.rID~
Tclof V_AjlpliId
_R...-.irG
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18
o

7ll2O
1

147.11341
81.1100451

25
3lllI4519

3
4n.1ltl5

8
8

o 0
o 0

20 0
11 0

7533lll1.152ll7 0
8T7V77.7e4I 0

129l1lM.52 0
o 0
o 0

4«1733.72 0
37el15.43134 0

llngHaM......-

103042.42

~
UDDr Nod

1<20 o.y. ~

27._223 W.2253e454 23lI032.1
JO.9I58931ee 1108738Z33 ll1Q2ll.ge
49.028IIQZ2Il 25 98147_ 28103.05

o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0

33.9301&«11 143.274231l1 2ll21ll2.8
TotIj IQO
III

F'hoIlOI'oOna
S

217e.40
3190.40
2 150.40

11 124.40

ll91e4.142

=s2.31032

No.1!kIg&.

107503.41ee

522191.11917
ll2ge95.1103

1125944.279
1298!M.52

o
1256ll2f1.7lIll

157497.4lI1I
8117._17
17'050._

W_~_T_SWcIu-.

e.-t_GnuldT...
IMcIhf"-lcpofdU) _
i.ArClh C_IOI of clu) ,..

o-pa, -M.. W_o-pa, _
TOIIIII_ o.Il
~II_ o.Il
W...._V_ o.Il
T~Applic:IIicnVeNne o.Il
S1"~V_ o.Il_In Mau'e o.Il
~_._- oqft

~~R",,-

~
Pipe>:> F_ ~ HaM
Na.of~~

SiZlO of~ Sy-..
~~._fl

Pipe DllI1D fIcI_ .... ft

P\nIpI~Na.

PI.mp:ID.1lP'I' Gor..-.c
Punp .-(Tilt. Il)
-.....P(.
"-P.Hous
o-SiZlt
N>Pl. UDDr In
OrwgHaMQI(

UmiWl/ .......

F..,.,...;ng
~a.a-ing

N<nrt
FriII*lg
GI'M

V_ of EIIk.-'& _ ...-... Pw Aa:e

W_~QtlAa:e

"""- incI1 Pft<>gIn P205
O.03eICI21 27.3oCl77II123 35.elI3772
0.040021 JO.3I!ll471l9 3IHI511l137e
0.0S337Il 4lI.12075528 112.Sl1_
000
000
000

O.043lIll 33.JOle1174l1 43.«n543e
TalIIIIN TalIIII P205

lbo Ibo

F"-_R~

~W_

WIIII*1gW..
R~ EJ<I:8I Ev1IpTel. F__Req.

355.&18 1211l184.52
m.tII13 1013Sll.524
ll33.5453 231244.044
1223.lI2ll 448733.72
ll28&.054 22lII5!i04.71
5421.7" lW1ll3ll.!5ll
47&e.33ll 175OeSZ.e4
!Il4ll.24l1 22O!IllllQ.52

431.5 157487.482
1811.'" ll91e4.142

282.3011 lCXlO42.42
O.0542IIl

TNzw __

in_ rwcManre
256 256
128 128
128 128

o 0
o 0
o 0

512 512
EIII.-'f
N::rw~

143._'
o

2245e3e4l1
121.3llllOllll

36
37l121.91038

9ll5.5
1_.46205

o.Il
o.Il
o.Il
o.Il
IIlI
III
IIlI
IbI
IbI
IbI
IbI
F'a'twl

.........Mau'e~~(aAlic'-l)
~ ~

128ll84.52 EwpcnIicn
-m.72

5307e.lI7033
o

ll29ll95.1103

()ldUIoma F_ID FWah·_w.. ~&mrlwY

Cbtlorr\IIF_. s.. FrUhed I'\gI
ll811UI

~

Coorty
TjPeof~

-......Doity~

Ir>-_/lUU'e RemoYII

__v.......

W_inMave-Add 10 Retain l..Igocn Volt.me
TOIIII.-

NoUmsR~

HpHrsIYr
UIbar
M-..ceCall

Mau'eAi>l>l
~~
TOIIIR~__._1

• .-cl2
F'.-cl3
F'.-cl4
F.... 5
F'.-cl8

AlF_

In_W_T_
o.iIy~of

WwtI Down W_ dn
PilatFk*1_
_ (~+ <Rlorflocrl
Mau'e IIaIune
TOIII SoIida
IIclilIlSdidl
BOD
COO
NiI"agon
F'hooptauI--....
FWCS1l Solido

TOIIIV........ofW_
lloi\mlIl.oIllD~
T011I .......... AppIoecl
_Romoinng
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Co.rIy
T~oI~
-........ o.iIy CIpdy
1n-_MronR_1l

_ CloroI.... For.- to AnIaII·lt_W ~ s".,m.,.y

_eoran
F_, s.a Ftri_ F'\gI

118151.S
Utdooftuu.._

fIhcop"ocNI
sa.

2 11llx40
311lOx40
2 150x40

11 124x40

10
o

3llllO
1

2011.2211
50.5137

25
lIllll856l

3
108.41135

o 0
o 0

2'J 0
lS 0

875751.SIllIl 0
1llS11ll511 0

12&814.52 0
o 0
o 0

44l5733.72 0
4TW1.~ 0

OnIgHoMI....,

_ ~ rdT.--a SIru::ILns
eam.rt _ Grcu1d Tn

_ (inIiclIlllp 01 like) ....

lM>gltI r.-lOl' 01_) ....
Deplh ....
MexW..Deplh ....
TCllIIlVea- M
l.llPl VcIlrntI M
W_W..~ M
T__AjlpicaIion Vea- M

Sludge~ V<*me M
W_InMron M&n8ce _ ___ aqft

"PPIl<:*Jn s,-.,R~
~Pipe III FlIidI ~ _

No, d AjlpIic. 91*.
SIa 01~ S¥o*n
ApPic.~-"
PIpe Die III ftd
HoM:cie, II
FVn!lI~No.

P\mp:IO,lJP!' M-rZ7
FVnp~lIlll.)

_,HP(_}
HaneP.Hcxn
o-Size
I<ppl. Lmcr In
DngHoMOK

F..... W..R~
OrWcingW..
Weel'ingW"
Replece-. ev""Tct. __Req.

355.&48 1_.52
'ZTT.t1I173 101368.524
533.50453 2312.....00l4
1223.lI2ll 44lI7'33.72
82811.054 2295504.71
5421.7.... lW1183l5.!8
4Nll.33S 17501!l152114
1n4ll245 ~52

431.5 157487.412
l!1ll.4llOI! S1&4.142
212301 1030C2.42
0.0SI2Il

38
31ll21.91031l

9fl5.5'_.4S205
Vea- ~~ rd....- Pw....... AppIicIIian

Tkrea _ W_~CN""'" Lmcr No 01
In _ ,., Monn ....... inctI Nm>gon P20II K20 Oeyo t..-

III III 0.0llZ«l3 53.34210S24 !Ill.Il1 54.34S7l107'I 22.113ll3'701 11Ol11l.7
40 40 O.OllZ«l3 53.34210S24 !Ill.Sl1 54.34S7l107'I 11.ae.1151 4021.174
000 a a 0 00
000 a 0 0 0 a
000 0 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 00

120 120 0.0llZ403 53.34210S24 11I.111 54.34S7l107'I 33.17075162 2010137
~ TCllIIl N TCllIIl P205 TCllIIlI<:2O
....... Ind-. IllO ... ...
l!1ll.205783 1570487.4518 1191114.142

o 3311.11I75131
11.0113198 &401.052745 8353.112
11ll.117_

_ Monn~ ()peroOcre (at>lc I.eI)

Mci1ianI R_II.
1_.52 ~

0441733.72
1861127.02ll!i

o
7ll3445.2I!lS!!

a.ft
a.ft
a.ft
a.ft
IllO
Ibs
Ibs
Ibs......
Ibo
Pwart

In_W_T~

Deily a-'ItitleI d
W_ Dcwr>W..etn
PIt or F1uIh_
_ (-.g • ...wtlacrl
MronV_
TolIl SolidI
V_SolidI
110O
ceo
Nmlgen

~
PcauiInl
Pen:8rt Sdlds

W__VcNne

W..InM.....
RJir'IIII
Add IIIR_ Legoa1 VOI\Ine
TCllIIlI..-

NoumsR~

HpthIVr
Utxr
t.tanlenra Cool
~AflpIi:aIIial
AppIic:eIlon~
TCllIIlR.."....;ngJ>aes

F_l
FiIId 2
F_3
FiIId 4
F_5
F....,S

.... F_

TCllIIlV_oIW_
VOI\Ine Loot II>ev~on
TCllIIl V<*me "Wi«l
W_R~ng
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C<u1y
Type 01 ap.r-.
-...... 0IiI)' e.-:;ty
1~~R""'"

Iowa F_to AnIoIl·lI_
W_...........~Sumwy

I.-a
F....,.,. SolI F....... PIgs

118151.8
~

No. BIdga.
~

SiD
2178.40
3 1~. 40
2 150.40

11124.40

I

4200
8

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2
1815._

800
2152.3

o
o
I
o

~
LJIbcr No 01

K20 Doyo ~

42.02D7887.. ".82732ll38 84.7IlCI71
~.~58 81.3882lIlIIil 53.45482

o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0

38.344711818 186._,7'1 nl.245ll
TCIClIII<:2O
IbI

lI9184.142

15717.21186

1125844279
1211884.52

o
1~7W

1574&7.4818
833._,8
12043.052114

W_~_T~SlNcano

e:.-r-. ...-Gnll.rd T....
WIcInr- toP 01 ciMI) _
LMVh linoido Id 01 cIka) _

DopIh -MDW_DopIh ...
TCIClII Vok6ne aAl
Uqr.Od Vok6ne aAlW__Vakme aAl

T_~Vok6ne aAl
Sludge~ Vok6ne aAl
_InMonn aAl
s.n..____ oqft

Appoc::IIIan~R~
~
Pipe to _ IUied~

.--....
SiD 01 ApplIC.~
AppIic. SyI. -. II
T'-·Ollli.
No.T_
UDcrHcan
PIo'I1>:ID.lIPnl
FUllllRoqllllll
ElHP/'IIICl
HInIII P. Hcl<n
e.-SiD
AIJI>I. Ulbartn
T-.OI<

Vok6ne 01 EIIIura _ NUrwD Pot-.W CN-.

-.inI:h Nmogon P205
o.Ol!lIll2lI ..,.2043206 53.8248lI2ll
0.~1871 ~.Q2lIll4II82 44.407IllI

o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0

0.05715 37.llJ454()W 48."_
TCIClIIN T... P206

IbI Ibo

F""W_~

Drndr1l
WIIIIIII*1gW_
RopI&lI ex-. EvIp
Tot Fr8lllhW_Req.

355.848 1211884.52
m.f!l1T3 10135&.524
633.5453 231244.044
1223.1l2Il 44lJ733.72
82l!ll.0154 22lI5604.71
5421.744 1971l1l3ll.S8
47'1l6.338 175Oll82.84
1lO46.248 ~.52

431.5 157487.482
1541108 lI9184.142
2lI2c308 llJX)42, 42
0.05428

T........ _

Infilllid rocMonn
180 180
180 180

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

320 J20
EIIIura

......186.8ll37ll
o

18.~

147.57571

38
37621.91038

1llI5.5
1_.48205

AtnaI Monn~ ap.-.ano laDe t.l)
Ad:Ilicn R.........

121l8ll4.52 EYopor-.on
448733.72

IIIIll7277llO3
o

_'.018

W_W_VClkIne
W_ In lAarV'lI
R_
Adel to R_n UQoon Vok6ne

TCIClII1rlIow

NoUnillR~

HpHnIYr
Uobar
~ee.t

lAarV'lI~
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TCIClIIR-..ng_

F_l
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FotId 3
~4

FotId 5
FMld8"'-

tn __W_T~

Doilya--01
WlilhDown_dn
PltarF'Uh_
W_ 1"'--'ll+lI'<WfIoorl
lAarV'lI Vak.me
TCIClIIS-
VoIilII ScIIdI
BOO
COO
N~

F'I'oopl1cn.II--"-"*'t ScIicII

TCIClIIVClkIneolW_
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TCIClIIVClkInei\fllllied
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-~~s...nm-yOdahorna ..-.g__

a.yF_ F'lgo, SOlI Flr'iIIwd P9 No. Bldg&.
31110 F.....q

Uo~___ GMl*ln~~

Nu-r
e.--t _ Gn:u1d Tn FriII'rG
er.g_ .~ GPM

o
o
o
5124.40

III
o

782ll
t

135.llllIlIl
48.87'56

25
214.lllI25

3
3S5.3nl

Il
Il

o 0
[] 0

20 0
III 0

2lllIll82.0IS3Il []
18!12i2.1575 0

34821 0
[] 0
o 0

12ll&S4.tlS []
lCIl41.eoJle 0

DrIg
ir;ecIod

V'IlIlO.21

111324.ll3llO1

W_ SIlnue ond T SINdl..n&
c.omn _ Gn:u1d T....

_ (nIcle lop "'_I -
lM1glIl (.- """'-) -

DIprI -

--~ -TobIVaune a.It
UqUd VcUne a.It
_W_ Veune a.It
T_~VcUne a.It
Sudge SlI:nQo Veune 0.11
w..1n MInn 0.11SiIfIoo_._ _ oqII

~s.,.."R""""'"

~PIpe II> A-. ~_

No. d Appic.~

Sizlo '" Appic.~
Appic.~_ft

PIpe Dill II> ftcl_ ..... ft

~-..No.

PLn1p:ID.gpn Bm\MS
~~el.It)

_.HP(.-)
HaMP.Hl>.n
e.- Sizlo
,I,jlpI. l.Iba'ln
er.g_OK

F...."W_ Requirwnwlla
[)WWdng
W81hng
R~e...-aEvop

Tel. Freoh_Req.

llS.4 34S21
lllI.1l21311 24ll27.llIJ7S
leJ.4214 S954II.lI075

34e97 12ll&S4.05
ln4.llllll 5f7llOC.1I2
15Sll.3llIl se8Illl4.32
1231.ll27 448324.1I2Il
1752.032 e3ll491.lllI
122.21l1l1 _.~

504.11 1~.15

75.754 ll'!I6ll.21
0.0156727

V_ d~ond,.... Pw Aaw AppicoIial
T.N:s.-...... _ ~ 001ol:ft l.Iba' No d

in _ IE _ Aae n:tl ""-' P2lIS lC20 CWyo u.:II

25(l 25e O.ll3S3lI2 27.14311l4S4 35.ell3772 2Il.18!i1l24 .a.\lZ28483I5 100000000i
'28 '28 ll.03lI3Z2 30.15ell3567 3ll._7'Il 2i.llll32II82 25.lIlI1474ll8 28103.05
128 128 O.0llZ271 47.7!725IJO!I 1l2.1I01ll112ll 4&.~ 34.S35IlllI5ll5_22

o [] [] 0 0 0 00
o [] 0 0 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 00

512 512 O.043OIl4 33.05013Q1le 43.4Il1l50431l 31.lllI44e'2 110 72IX!2 1n415.2
EIIII..- TobI N TClIII P206 TClIIII<2O
1oI:ft _ Iba IbI IbI

4O.3llOlI4ll7 _.4285 1~.15

o lIlIO.et~

22.0ll0l139 1ell21._ 22252.31032
11l.2llll107'll

10
11741.93648

273.75
4235.324823

a.It
a.It
a.It
a.It
11>I
IbI
Ibs
IbI
IbI
Ibs
IbI
Porc:.-t

~ MoAnSlI:nQo~(~I..c)
AdcIliarw R_

34821 ~

121l1l44.05
14!i114.31583

o
171lll4l1.JIl5II

NolJribR~

HpHnIYr
l.Iba'
~Cool

MoAn~

~Sy-..
TClIII Rec:oMn;j ......,-,

FIoild2
FIoild3
F"_4
FIoild5
F"llIIde

~F_

1n__T_

o.iIya.-- d
_o-nw..<*l
PIIa""-"_
W_ (derli'1g + ..-.lor1\ocrl
Ma'U'e veune
TobI SolidI
Vci~ SolidI
BOO
COO
Nitn>gIn
Rapto:JruI
-.."
Pon:8nI SdidI

W.,W_ V<>iIme
W_InMinn
~

Add II> R-.l.JillDCIn VoiI6ne
TobI~

TClIIIVcUnedW_
Veunel.<lllll>~

TClIIIVeune~

_R~
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Nofth CaraIlnoI_·11-
-~~$uTvnrf

Cony ~CraIn 1.inilir4l--
T~ at~ 9.JyF_ PIgI. SII~ PIgs No. Bklga.
Mamu'n Doily C..,.:ily 3180 F...-ing
_MannRII'IlO'III ~ GMlI6an~

~
w_T_~ e.-1_ Grcu1dTri F'~
I..A'1l:I~ _ eng HeM . SmIII- GPlo4

10
o

3Ill!O
1

180.421
45.275e

2S
87,~

3
1l2.4

o 0
o 0

20 0
18 0

2Gl3O.lI2f7 0
21l1572.lII!S7 0

34&21 0
o 0
o 0

1_.06 0
12031.831. 0

Drag

'.....

27M0.21

21ll156.7I:l51

w_~ rdT_ SInc.rM
e.-1_ Grcu1d Tri
_rnidelOpclclUl ,..
~rnidelclcl_) ,..
[Mplh ,..

loleW_[Mplh 1M!
TlIlII Vl:iIlnle CUI
L4"dV- CUIw__Vokmo CUI

T'--~Vciune CUI
SUQo~ Vokmo CUI
_InMann CUI
s.n..____ oqtl

~~R~

~PlpelD _ ~ HeM

NIl. cllqlIi<. SyIla.
SiD cllqlIi<. s,.m
AppIIc. SrI. 'McIh 1\
PIpe OiIIlD lid
_cIa,ll
~__ No.

FVr4>:IO.lPIl B3TRMS
FVr4>~olll)

-"HPj..,
__ P.HoLn

er-SiD
App.~rn

Drag HeM 01<

F_W_R-,..,
Dri'*il1l W_
W~W_

R...... ElCCMI EvopTolF__Req.

115.4 34821
68.021311 24827.e075
183·.-4214 _8075

3«1.97 1_.06
1774.lIOIl 1147!04.112
15/i8.. !l!lIleo4.32
1231.lI27 44Ial4.lI28
1752.032 _Ule
1222ll1l1 44S34,416

54.11 19750.15
75.754 27'850.21

0.065777

VCikmol at E&.-1l rd NLlIWD Por Acre ~

T.Aaw _ W_.......... CII....... ~ No at
in 11«I r-.c lAInn Acre irdI~ P205 K20 c.ys u.lI

80 80 0.0119848 4O._ee 53l1:248828 3ll,487257ll 18.~ 1332Q 71
40 40 0,057'1127 nT8llll1575 44,407'll8 32.578Ile 11.333333333 3332.4211
000 0 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 00
000 0 0 0 00

120 120 0.0e5774 38.5437lllill2 5O,el!5lI2187 31,11143684 28 '-',4
EI!lurf TlIlII N TlIlII P206 TlIlIIl<2O
....... _ ItIs III III

52.1I22357lI 44S34.42e5 19750.15
o 243.4345252

1,8lI2llOll87 4lI2S.255ll79 8OIl2.2lllJIl24
44,II2ll4482

CUI
CUI
CUI
CUI
III
III
III
IbI
III
ItIs
Ibo
~

AtruII Mann~ 0I>0r*n (aJli<: 1Mll
AcI:tlicn RII'IlO'III.

341121 ~
12ll&44,05

51335,81433
o

212l!OO.8843

w_w_v.......
_in Mann-..
Add lDR_ Ugoon VaIune
TlIlIII.-

No lJn'ls ReqlMId
HpHroIYr
~

~Cool

f,lhft ApPic:IIlon
ApPic:IIlon~
TlIlIIRoaiWlg_

F'1IJId 1
Alid2
Alid3
FIIJId4
FIIJIdS
F....,e"1_

In__T_

o.;/yau-- at
W8Ih DcMn W_dn
PIt or F\uIh_
_ (o--ing + .nlor1Iccrl
lAInn....,...".
TlIlII Salid1
~ScIidI

BOO
COO
Nit'Cl9I'I
P!>DIphaUs
-.rn
~SdicII

TlIlIIV_atw_
V....... L.ostlD~
TlIlII VOl..". AppieCI
w_ Remoiring
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Iowa FlntaIW • .._

Can:y
T)pO~~

MDimun Doily CAI>adIY
I~~R_

W_~Syam 5unma'y
ICWIl I.imiIir1l NIAIlert
a.yF_ Pigs. Sol Fl'ian.:t Pigs No. IiIklllL

31ao F~

U~ ~&Inang

NIs.-y
e.m.. Allow. Gourd T.... ArUI*1g
T.... .4200- GIiIIan T....

o
o
o
5 12~x4O

1
QOO

8

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2
te5.3104

!IlXl
2143.~15

o
o
1
o

11530.S308:1

21llSO.21

~
LAXr Nod

1<20 DeyI &..-.
3ll.~ 14.251_ «l._7~

32.sreee e1.05lllI14S3 112.3n~

o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0
o 0 0

3ll.032IJ0llIl 105.3103711I 115.lI82:2
TCJIIjK20
IbI

11J7SO.15

1S717.21185

17_.ll545S

1684ll2._1
111SU12.7C7

44634.4265
829.05llllC)l2

1'19152.08122

W_~a"dT__

e.m..Abowe Gourd Tn<
IMcII1 C......"" 01 ciU) ...
I..rGfI C.-IDI~ d"'j ...
DeI>lh ...
Max W.. DeI>lh ...

TCJIIj\l...... oJ!
Uq.Od\l...... oJ!
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